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SYNOPSIS

The aim of this study was build and evaluate the performance of a laboratory
active suspension. Much has been published on active suspension theory but-
relatively'few have actually been bùilt and reported on. This study examines the

performânce of two types ôf acdve suspension controllers and the performance
õfa hydraulic control system used to generate the active force.

dynamic modes for a simPle
LQR) conroiier is designed
of this controller are studied:

an optimal and a sub-optimal type with reduced state variable feedback. Of
parti^cular note is that an optimâl controller is able to be-produced without
^measuring 

the road input to the suspension. The controllers are optimised by
minimising the performance index using the Ricatti equation.

A "frequency shaped" LQR controller is also studied. This emp-Joys a conceptual
filter with an ootpìt made up from system state variables. The filter is included as

a cost function in the weighted performance index. Thus the conceptu_ql filter
characteristics influence the calôulated optimum feedback gains and effectively
implement a filter without the physical hardware and without the disadvantages
of time delays that a physical filter would introduce.

A laboratory suspension was built and tested. A main area of interest was the
performancê of the inner loop, which generates the active force required by the

èontroller. This loop must faithfully reproduce the required force from an

electrical signal. Thè loop did not perform as expected due to inadequate-sy-stem
gain availab.-le from the sèrvo valvè. This is despite the_valve being aduadtely
sized for the pressure and maximum flow rate demands of the System.

A model of the system was developed and used to predict the performance and to
analyse potentia[system improvements. The resulfs show that a redesigned servo

valvê with much greater flow gain is required in order to achieve a satisfactory
performance.
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A MODEL ANALYSIS OF AN ACTIVE VEHICLE SUSPENSION
SYSTEM USING HYDRAULIC CONTROL

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Vehicle suspension systems have developed from the need to isolate passengers or cargo

from vibrations caused by the vehicle's wheels as it rolls over a road surface- The

development hgan in the days of the horse drawn carriage and made little signif,rcant

progress until the advent of the motor vehicle. Around the time that motor vehicles began

to be mass produced, in the early 1900s, the problem of improving the performance of

the suspension systems became of interest. Suspension systems'development has

progtessed to where three broad classes can be def,rned; passive, semi-active and active.

Passive type suspensions are those where all of the energy imparted to the suspension

components is from the forward motion of the vehicle over the road surface; the

components of the suspension oniy dissipate or store energy. Active suspensions have

the same overall aims as passive suspensions but use an extemally generated force to

influence or supplement the vertical motion of the vehicle. In order to do this, these

suspension systems use an actuaror which either directly applies forces within the

suspension or alternatively provides a small force to actuate a variable rate spring or

damper. The former is said to be fully active and the latter type, semi-active suspensions

Vehicle suspensions have virtually always been of the passive type. They use a spnng

and damper betrveen the axle and body. The complete system is then comprised of the

unsprung mass of the wheel and axle assembly (supported by the tyre) through which the

road surface undulations are transmitted to the sprung mass of the vehicle body via the

main spring and damper arrangement. A simple model of this suspension at each wheel is

one where the body and axle are represented by lumped masses, and is effectively a two
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degree of freedom dynamic system, if only the vertical motions are considered. This is

shown in Figure 1.1.

Body

Body Spning

k,

Donper

Axte & UnsPnung
Moss

Tyne

spr-ing no.te \

Roo.d

Figure 1.1 Il4 car passive suspension model.

The tyre stiffness is such that for practical motor vehicle suspensions the resonant

frequency of the tyre and axle, sometimes referred to as the "wheel hop" frequency, is in

the range of five to ten times greater than that of the body on the main suspension spring.

Road inputs are attenuated through tyre and spring compliance, providing ride comfort.

Inputs near the wheel hop frequency are amplified in the motion of the axle, creating high

dynamic tyre deflections which significantly influence the vertical forces of the tyre on the

road and so limit the lateral forces applicable to the tyres without slipping on the road

surface.
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The suspension damping is provided to limit the body and axle amplitude response near

system resonances. Dampers typically used are hydraulic and produce a damping force

proportional to the relative velocity of the body and axle. Additionally, some Coulomb

(dry) friction is always present, which has a serious detrimental effect on the suspension

performance. Friction prevents suspension movement until overcome by the disturbing

force, implying that there is a minimum level of roadway force input which will always

be transferred to the body. The choice of spring and linkage mechanism in a suspension

has a major effect on the amount of inherent friction in the system. Morman &

Giannopolous (1982) reported that the inherent friction in practical suspension systems

can be as high as 5-I0Vo of static load in coil sprung independent front suspensions and

I5-3OVo for a leaf sprung rear axle arrangement. This has a significant effect on the

performance of a suspension and is one reason why coil springs have supplanted leaf

springs in most passenger vehicle suspension applications.

The original suspension requirement of smoothing the ride for occupants was soon

extended to include provision of an acceptable level of vehicle handling. This includes

control of body roll, maintenance of adequate tyre to road contact to prevent slippage,

control of body pitching during braking and acceleration and response to disturbances

such as lateral wind gusts and road camber changes. Invariably the selection of

suspension characteristics that best suits a smooth ride for the occupants does not provide

the best handling capabilities. This is because high spring stiffness and damping are

required to limit cleflections of the axle at the axle resonant frequency whereas much

lower stiffness and damping are necessary in order to allow greater axle and body

deflections to limit the level of force transmitted to the body for a smooth ride.

Additionally, typical road vehicle suspensions are not designed for optimum performance

at a unique and well defined condition. They must instead be designed to provide

acceptable performance over a wide range of road conditions, vehicle load states and

vehicle speeds.
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Large variations in vehicle load causes static deflection of the suspension, consumtng

some of the available suspension displacement. The available displacement is limited by

external facrors such as overall vehicle height and vehicle body styling. Additional spring

stiffness can be added by supplementary springs to keep the vehicle body static deflection

within acceptable levels. One example of these are "load leveller" pressurised gas springs

mounted in parallel with the primary vehicle springs, where the spring rate is determined

by the air pressure employed by the vehicle operator.

Further to the requirements of providing smooth ride and adequate handling, the

suspension must also provide an acceptable response to extreme disturbances such as

potholes, when the tyre loses contact with the road surface. This requirement leads to the

use of much higher rebound damping rates (Sharp & Crolla, 1987), although the actual

rates selected by motor vehicle manufacturers appears to be highly subjective. It is

understood that this gives the suspension an improvement in the pothole response by

either improving the vertical acceleration response (subjectively judged as better) or by

reducing the longitudinal forces input into the vehicle by limiting the vertical travel of the

wheel into the pothole. This asymmetry couid lead to additional difficulty in modelling of

the suspension systems, however Thompson (1969-70) reports that even quite large

asymmetries have little effect on the response to random road inputs, when the average

damping values are assumed.

In summary it is evident that a typical vehicle suspension system's design is a

compromise of a number of characteristics:

Ð the ride comfort, or vibration isolation provided to the occupants.

iÐ the handling qualities imparted.

iü) the available suspension travel, set by physical constraints of the vehicle.

iv) the static deflection of the vehicle body when varying loads are applied ie: the

static stiffness of the sPrings.
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The intended application of the vehicle will dictate the bias placed on each of the above

characteristics in order to reach the desired compromise.

A fully active suspension system employs a actuator placed to exert a controlled force,

velocity or displacemenr btween the body and the axle. This shown diagrammatically in

Figure 1.2.

hydroulic octuotot^
Bodyfor'ce genenotor'

I
xaI
,-+=,

[oo.d ce[l fon
force rneosurement

Axte & Unspr"ung

Moss

Xl

Xo

Tyne

x

Roo.d

Figure 1.2 ll4 car active suspension model

Hydraulic actuators are typically assumed to be the most suitable due to the high power

output being readily produced. When controlled by a servo valve, these actuators are able

to provide the required motions at frequencies covering the body/spring and tyre/wheel

resonances. This enables the choice of a control law which is able to directly influence the

motions of both the body and the axle. Control of the body resonance is required to limit

n1

contnoI
e|.ectnonics

n2
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the accelerations induced in the body and reducing ride comfort' Control of the axle

resonance minimises the dynamic tyre forces which reduce the wheel to road surface

contact forces and thereby reduce road holding capability and also braking distances'

Ideally an active suspension would be able to achieve an improvement in the trade-off

be¡ween vehicle handling, wheel travel and ride comfort by controlling resonances of the

body and axle in a way that is not possible to achieve with a passive suspension

(Margolis, Ig82).For instance, a passive suspension can only provide damping

according to the relative velocity between the body and axle whereas an active System can

provide'skyhook' damping (that is damping which is based upon the absolute velocity of

the body or axle). This produces the characteristic of being able to specify the damping of

the sprung and unsprung masses independently, unlike the passive suspension where the

damping for both masses is not independent (Gordon et al., 1991)' Another potential

advantage of an active suspension is the ability to provide frequency dependant damping'

Mitschke (1936) proposed that damping could be as high as possible over the ranges 0 to

Z1ertzand 10 Ío l11ertz. Damping should be zero at all other frequencies. This would

give high damping at the body and axle resonant frequencies, where amplitude control is

required. Zero damping at other frequencies provides improved ride comfort'

Thompson and Davis have suggested (Thompson & Davis, 1988) that an active

suspension will exhibit a lower natural frequency for the vehicle body' Since active and

passive systems show similar characteristics for any pafücular application' if the same

limits are placed upon dynamic tyre deflections and suspension travel, an advantage of

the active system is that it can be designed with a lower body resonant frequency but still

retain excellent static stiffness to resist variations in vehicle load and manoeuvring forces

(Karnopp, 1986; Thompson & Davis, 1988; ElMadany, 1990). This will lower body

accelerations and improve ride comfort in a way which is not realisable with a passive

suspension. Thus one of the constraints limiting suspension design can be dealt with
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without compromising the System performance as is required in the case of a passive

suspenslon.

A further advantage offered by active systems is that of adaptability, where the

suspension characteristics can be altered in real time to allow virtually instal¡taneous

adjustments under conüol of an on-board computer, to optimise the suspension to allow

for the exact conditions of vehicle speed, road surface condition cornering force, desired

body reactions due to cornering and braking, the level of comfort desired by the

occupants or any other parameter which can be measured or estimated by on board

sensors or directly controlled under command of the vehicle occupants fruehauf et al'

1985). Thus the vehicle could be made to provide optimum handling characteristics when

cornering and a smooth ride at other times. Whether such schemes are worth the

additional complexity incurred is not clear and in fact the methodology used to develop an

adaptive scheme which optimised system performance under all conditions may not yet

be fulty explored (Gordon et al 1991). For example, an active suspension system can be

made to effectively simulate a passive suspension but allow real time adaptive control, as

apparently used on I-otus Formula 1 racing cars for several years (Thompson & Davis

1991). While this is of course feasible it may not present the optimum active system

control laws.

Only relatively few fully active suspensions appear to have been successfully operated,

even in the laboratory. Several Formula 1 racing car types are well known to have used

active suspensions. Lotus have also been developing active suspensions for road

vehicles. Other examples are Yamaguchi et al (1993), Alleyne et al (1993), Yamashita

(1993), Acker et al (1989), Williams (1985) and Sutton (1978), while Federspiel-

Labrosse (1954) must have made one of the earliest attempts at producing an active

vehicle suspension.
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1.2 Fully Active Suspension Controller Summary

The active element of an active suspension System must be connolled to perform the

designer's requirements by some type of controller. This may be designed using classical

control theory such as root locus analysis or by employing modern control techniques

based on state variable analysis. In general there is no particular methd which is

uniquely suited to active suspension control law design, Since there are inevitable trade-

offs to be made with any method regarding controller performance, robustness (ie: the

degree of sensitivity of the conüoller to changes in system palameters or imperfections of

the model), number of required SenSorS for measuring System parameters and the

complexiry of the design process. williams (1935) made comparisons between a number

of active suspension control laws including position control of the body, 'skyhook'

damping and several linear contlollers based on Kalman filtering and observers' where

some of the state variables used for feedback control are estimated by the system rather

than being measured directly. de Jager (1991) has performed a theoretical study

comparing the performance of Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic

Gaussian (LQG), Linear Quadratic Output Feedback (I-QOF) and H- controllers' This

appeals to be the only study to date of H- control for this type of vehicle suspension'

LeR theory uses directly measurable system state variables as the system feedback and

employs an optimisation process to ensure a reasonable balance is found between the

system ouþut performance and the amount of active force produced by the actuator. This

technique is commonly used by suspension researchers to formulate full state feedback

control taws. LQG and LQOF are variants of the basic LQR technique' LQG is a

generalisation of the LQR method to allow design using system states which ale not

sensed directly and LQOF is a simplified LQR controller where the feedback is restricted

to be only a partiat set of the system output states. LQG is a relatively more complex

design procedure than LQR and LQOF requires fewer transducers for feedback but has a

slightly inferior performance to LQR. Whereas the linear control methods mentioned

minimise a performance inclex made rtp of system outputs in the time domain, the H-

controller requires a search for the optimum controller in the frequency domain. H-
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conEol SyStemS are of interest because of robust performance in the presence of noise

(Yamashita et al, 1993) and has certain advantages in choosing optimisation criteria over

other LQR variants (de Jager, 1991), although their design is substantially more complex

than for the linear methods

Williams (1985) concluded that the most effective controller was sþhook damping

which has a theoretically lower performance than the mathematically more sophisticated

types. It gave the best actual improvement in performance when tested however' since it

was more robust than the other methods investigated. Some further development of the

modal observer controller may prove to provide the best performance' Modal control has

also been investigated by Sutton (1973) which allows system eigenvalues to be readily

placed as desired. This design method does not incorporate any optimisation procedure

and So, as with classical methods, the design may not readily produce acceptable

compromises in the key performance parameters that the modern optimal methods

provide.

The study by de Jager (1991) concluded that there was only small differences in

performance between the LQR, LQG and LQOF controllers, however the LQR is the

simplest computationally and is the most robust of the LQR variants' The initial

implementation of a H_ controller performed poorly and additional studies would be

necessary to further investigate this before any proper comparison could be made' Yue et

al (1988) have proposed that the best overall designs for an active suspension were

achieved using an LQG compensator with relative suspension deflection as the only

feedback variable.

Non-linear control design methods have been studied, such as bilinear modelling of a

system using varying spring and damping rates. This has been shown to provide

signihcantly improved performance over a dme invariarll' LQR system (Gordon et al'
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tggl SLKimbrough, 1986). Alleyne et al (1993) have trialed a non-linear method to

overcome the effects of actuator friction with good results'

1.3 Conclusions

Active suspensions can be designed to provide characteristics not realisable with a

passive suspension, although the fundamental limitations of passive suspensions also

affect the performance of active suspensions. Active suspension theory is still developing

rapidly. A number of different design lnethods have been proposed, based on classical

control methods, modern control theory and newly developing mathematical techniques'

currently there is no clear methd that provides uniquely superior results'

No evidence was found of an standard method accepted amongst researchers for

comparing the performance of various suspension control methods.

There are very few practical results reported in detail' It appears that there are working

active suspensions where the status is unpublished due to commercial secrecy' The

results that have been reported suggest that relatively simple active control schemes are

likely to be the most effective despite theoretical advantages from more complex

controllers.

1.4 Objectives of Present Work

The objectives of this studY are to:

a. Model the theoretical performance of an active vehicle suspension system'

b. Experimentally measure the actual suspension performance of the active system'

c. Evaluate the performance of the'inner feedback loop' for force control'

d. Compare the measured performances of the System against that predicted'

e. Evaluate the validity of the control law of the active suspension and propose

moditications to overcome any pmblenrs found'
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CHAPTER 2

2.1 Considerations in the Design Process

The design of the conEol is based on a mathematicai model of an actual suspension' since

this allows the suspension performance to be evaluated and altered with relative ease' There

are many factors which must be considered in the design of an active suspension control

law:

a. The road surface. This is to the primary input to the suspension and it must be

modelled to reasonably represent true road surfaces'

b. The type of model must be chosen. A simple model, such as the two degree of

freedom quarter car type, may be used for basic evaluation of active control laws' Model

complexiry must increase to provide a more accurate performance prediction of a reai

vehicle. A model will be selected to incorporate only sufficient detail to validate the control

law design as applied to a laboratory experimental suspension' The model must ensure that

measurementS of System performance parameters, used aS inputS to the control law' should

be able to be made readily and preferably without sophisticated devices'

c. Selection of the performance measulement criteria' These must represent critical

performance characteristics to provide a basis on which to compale the performance of a

particular control law.

These considerations are discussed in detail in sections 2.2 to 2.6.

2.2 Road Surface Models

Many studies have shown that the profile of formed roadways can be satisfactorily

described in terms of the vertical spectrum only, reports on this topic including Robson

(lg7g),Bulman (lglg)and Sayers (1986). A study by Kamash (1978) confirms this

concluding that road surface inegularitics mainly exhibit themselves as vertical

displacements. Roadway induced longitudinal and lateral forces input to the vehicle are
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primarily due to the design of the suspension linkages which cause coupling of the vehicle

motions in all three axes. Aurell and Edlund (1989) also confrrm that vertical vibrations are

the most important roadway inputs with regard to the vibrations ransmitted to the vehicle'

The road models suggested by researchers such as Robson (1979) are of the form:

S(a) = ð(a)-n

where:

s(a)

a

where:

V

Y

is the protile vertical displacement specual density

is the wave number (cycles/metre)'

is the vehicle forward velocity (metres/second)

is the profile frequency (radians/sec)'

1m3/cycle;

(2.1)

(2.2)

ò,narevaluesrepresentingtheroadsurfacecondition,determined

experimentally for each type of road prof,rle'

Equation 2.1 is equivalent to:

S(w) = ð(Zæv)n-1(V)-n

The actual measured values for â and nvary considerably with the type of surface being

evaluated. Measurements typically are made over the lange of 0'0i to 10 cycles/metre with

values for ð reported by Sharp & Crolla (1987) from 3 x 10-8 to 3000 x 10-8 with n =2'5'

while Bulman (Iglg)reports measurements of smooth and cross country profiles with ð in

therange0.6x 10-5 to 60x 10-5 with n=2.Aurell &Edlundfoundvaluesforâof 3 for

smooth roads and 2.5 for rough surfaces. The differences here are no doubt paftly due to

the diverse range of road surfaces being measured. Mitschke (1986) suggests that

improvements in road construction have resulted in ð becoming smaller while n has become

larger. Morman & Giannopolis (1982) conclude that from various reported data the

exponent ,4 Seems to be about 2. A prohle where n = 2 cottesponds to a road surface with a

white noise vertical velocity Spectrum' which is of significant mathematical convenience and

is hence often assumed by resea¡chers. In reality the spectral density of road surfaces does

not approach infrnity at low frequencies as suggested by equati on (2'2) so it is evident that
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road sudaces may be better described by a coloured noise velocity Spectrum ie: n not equal

to 2. Thompson (1976) reports that the performance of a suspension optimised for a white

noise input would only be slightly inferior in this case'

whichever road spectrum is assumed, a practical diffrculty arises in calculating the mean

values of the system states or outputs. It is impractical to choose a pseudo-random time

,,segment,, for repeatably applying the system input. The segment must be long and is

unlikely to have a non-zero mean. Assuming that a white noise velocity spectrum is

sufficiently representative has a unique mathematical property, in that the mean squared

values of system state variables can be calculated instead by applying a step input and

integrating the squared srate variables to infinity. This feature is exploited when developing

the system model in section 2-5.

2.3 Model Characteristics

2.3.1 Considerations.

Contemporary vehicle suspensions typically utilise a spring and viscous damper at each

road wheel, Ietained by one of a variety of linkages and mechanisms' The springs and

dampers have approximately linear characteristics, that is the spring deflections are directly

proportional to applied axial loads and damping rates are proportional to the relative velocity

between the body and axle. As discussed in section 2.1, vertical vibrations input from the

road surface are the primary source of roadway induced disturbance to a moving vehicle'

The suspension linkages have the primary design aim of controlling wheel movement to be

(ideally) purely vertical. In practice, suspension systems possess many characteristics

which influence the system performance to valying degrees and are required to cope with

numerous other influences. The primary influences on Suspension System performance are

discussed in sections 2.3.2 to 2.3.10.
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2.3.2 Horizontal force inPuts'

The major horizontal forces affecting vehicle handling ancl ride are applied to the vehicle

body during cornering or by cross winds. The centre of gravity of the body is above the roll

centres for the front and rear suspensions due to practicar considerations. This applies a

rolling moment to the body as a result of the cornering force, which results in a weight

üansfer from the inner wheel track to the outer track' The rolling motion is uncomfortable

for passengers and the weight transfer reduces the ability of the inner track tyres to maintain

contact with the road and increases the tyre to road contact forces on the outer track which

eventually will exceed the lateral capability of the tyre. Thus the lateral cornering loads that

maybeappliedtoeithertrackwithoutslippageontheroadsurfacearereduced.

An active suspension seeks to control the vertical IeSponSeS of the body and axle and

conventional linkages wiil control the horizontal loads. Horizontal load input through the

wheel hence need not be considered in the design of the suspension at a single wheel

station, although the effect of horizontal loads from body motion should be considered'

2.3.3 Available suspension working space'

In order to produce vehicles with an acceptable coupling between pitch and bounce road

inputs, it is advantageous that the front Suspension natural frequency be lower than that of

the rear suspension (Bastow, 19g0). To facilitate this, passenger vehicles typically move the

front mounted engine as far forward as possible' This means that the engine is mounted

astride the front suspension and forces the suspension components outwards' severely

limiting the available space. As a result, suspension control arm dimensions are limited'

This often produces linkage alrangements which cause the disc of the wheel to move out of

the desired vertical plane of movement. The limiting allowable value for the relative wheel

movement is controlled by the amount of bump-stop clearance and by the amount of

rebound clearance provided in the system'
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2.3.4 Structural stiffness of the vehicle and suspension components'

This may influence the ride comfort and handling. It is unlikely that a typical motor car will

demonsnate structural frequencies within the range of interest (0'5 to 10 Hertz)' structural

stiffness is relevant in larger vehicles such as semi-trailers whçre ElMadany (1988) Ieported

that the active suspension System could be used to control the resonances of the vehicle

Structure to improve ride quality. The axle, wheel and associated mechanism components

for common passenger vehicle suspension systems may be considered as effectively rigid

maSSeS for the purposes of primary suspension component design since any natural modes

of vibration are at frequencies substantially higher than those of interest in the design of the

primary suspension characteristic s'

2.3.5 Suspension spring characteristics'

'When leaf springs are used with a rigid axle, the spring provides the location control of the

axle as well as the spring element. This leads to a number of additional characteristics:

a. The details of the mounting of the spring can provide a non-linear characteristic' which

is sometimes used to stiffen the suspension in order to limit body static deflections when the

vehicle is carrying additional loads'

b. The twisting and sideways bending that the spring is subjected to when cornering

increases the effective anti-roll spring rate substantially over what would be expected'

c. The application of torque to the axle while accelerating and braking induces changes

of body attitude.

CoiI sprung suspensions avoid all of these characteristics at the expense of providing

linkages to control the wheel movement in all directions other than vertical' The model for

this study will use coil springs for simplicity'

2.3.6 Influence of the vehicle's engine assembly on suspension system

response.

The engine/üa¡srtússion assemblics constitute a signihcant portion of a typical vehicle mass

and they are virtually always mounted on soft rubber mounts for noise isolation' This
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arangement can have a dramatic effect on the suspension System response over the front

wheels (for a front mounted engine). Mitschke (1986) reports that the peak body vertical

acceleration fesponse can be approximately three times higher at the engine mounting

frequency than would be predicted assuming that the engine was rigidly connected to the

body, although lower accelerations result at the axle natural frequency' The problem is

aggmvared by low damping of the engine assembly and the trend for body weights to be

reducing more rapidly than engine weights. The suspension vertical acceleration

performance for the body at the rear axle is however little affected whether the engine

assembly is resiliently mounted or f,rxed to the body'

Since the objective of this stud.y is to analyse the fundamental control of the axle and body

dynamics, the influence of engine mounting dynamics will not be further investigated'

although it is clearly evident that for an accurate prediction of suspension performance these

influences must be taken into account'

2.3.7 Tyre characteristics.

Tyres are complex to mathematically model in detail and exhibit non-linear and time

dependent behaviour, by virtue of their construction from rubber compounds supported by

a matrix of fabrics with highly directional ploperties. Further complicating the modelling of

a rolling tyre is the changing contact patch of the tyle on the road surface' which varies

depending on the vertical and lateral loads and also the shape of the road surface'

The 'envelopment' by the tyre of the roadway profile is reported by Captain et al (1979) to

provide frltering of the input forces of wavelength shorter than 0'75m' which corresponds

to approxim ately ¿2]Hertzmd3l Hettzat typical vehicle forward velocities of 60km/h and

1001(In/h respectively. These speeds are of prime interest in suspension design and so it can

be considered ttrat tyre envelopment limits the frequency range of roadway inputs which

need be considered. Most importantly, this implies that the tyfe Eansmits roadway forces

effectively unfiltered at frequencies for which body and axle resonances occuf'
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Sharp & crolla (1987) report that measurements on pneumatic tyres show that for most

loads, radial force is directly proportional to deflection' This is supported by the

measufements attached in Appendix 1, made by Bridgestone Australia Ltd on one type of

commercially available tyre, where staric and rolling measurements wele made at a number

of combinations of tyre pressures, rim sizes and rolling speeds' The static tests were made

against a flat loading Sudace. The rolling tests were run against a drum of diameter 1'7

metres with a cleat on the drum causing the tyre excitation. In all cases the tyre stiffness can

be considered as being very closely approximated by a linear relationship' sharp & crolla

(19S7) also report that tyre stiffness is considerably less when rolling and increases slightly

with an increase of speed. The results in Appendix 1 support the latter point in that there is

an increase of between 37o and,87o \nstiffness between 60km/h and 100kmlh' with the

degree of increase apparently being dependent on tyre pressure' The results also show that

the stiffness.of the tyre tested is virtually the same at 60kph as when stationary' This may be

because of the difference in tyre contact patch between the static and rolling tests and the

effect of lower stiffness when rolling have been approximately cancelled out by the effect of

the drum shape. It is apparent that making allowance for the changes in tyre stiffness would

require either considerable complexity in a practical active suspension, or the design of a

robust control system.

The damping rate of tyres is known to be significant in comparison to the damping rate of

the suspension dampers, however the location of this damping within the suspension

System means that it has little effect on active or passive suspension system pertbrmance

(Sharp & crolla, 1987; Lee & Hedrick, 1989). Thompson (1939) reports that for

conventional type passive suspensions the tyre damping has negligible effect on suspension

performance. For active suspensions, where the body is better isolated and forces

transmitted from the axle are lower, tyre damping may become significant and could

improve the overall system performance'

v
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If accurate predictions of the performance of an active suspension were to be made it

appeafs that the damping would need to be considered' It is also apparent that the

considerable differences in ryre stiffness due to inflation pressule and vehicle speed would

need to be included. However it is clear that the fundamental control of the suspension is

not dependent on tyre damping and an undamped linear, coil spring will be used to simulate

tyre stiffness.

2.3.8 Model tYPe.

A representative model of a vehicle body and suspension is a'full car'model which

provides for pitch, bounce and heave of the vehicle body and the independent vertical

displacement of each of the four axle and wheel assemblies' ie: seven degrees of freedom'

This should allow a detailed study to be performed of suspension perfolrnance and so

would provide a reasonably accurate representation of a real vehicle suspension

perforrnance (Barak & Sachs, 1985). As discussed in section 2'3'6' the addition of an extra

degree of freedom would ideatly be included to account for the signihcant effect of the

engine. Such a model would certainly enable the major dynamic modes of the suspension

system and their interaction to be studied. Lateral loads due to cornering could also be

applied. The disadvantage of using this model though is the complexity of designing it and

analysing the effect of changes on system performance. There is also additional complexity

in the provision of two ¡epresentative parallel roadway inputs which afe time delayed

between the front and rear wheels

The quarter car model, as shown in Figure 1.1 is a significant simplifrcation of a vehicle

suspension. Only two degrees of freedom are considered, since the model represents the

vertical motion of the axle and body supported by a tyle and a suspension spring at one

corner of a vehicle. Although very simple, this is adequate since the purpose of this study

is to analyse the effects of various conffol strategies for an active suspension on the

resonances of the axle and body without coupling to otlter road whccls (chalisani' 1982;

Sha¡p and Crolla, 1987).

ï
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2.3.9 Inherent constraints'

suspension performance has some defined limitations dependent only on the relative

masses and the tyre stiffness. The control of body and axle motions are linked through

the actuator or suspension forces being applied between the two masses' giving rise to

,invariant'relationships (Thompson, 1970-71; Lee & Hedrick, 1989; Yue et al' 1988)

which define the compromises which must be made between body acceleration' dynamic

tyre deflection and axle working space. For the quafier car model shown in Figure 1'1 it

can b shown that:

a. The frequency response of the body displacement will pass through a point at the

axle resonanr frequency f[7m, with amplitude 20xlogt.(mt/m2), regardless of the

control law used for the active suspension'

b. with a design change producing a reduction in dynamic tyre deflection' the body

acceleration is reduced at low frequencies but increased at high frequencies and the

suspension travel increases.

c.withadesignchangeproducingareductioninbodyacceleration'tyredeflection

is reduced at low frequencies but is increased as the wheel hop frequency and suspension

travel are increased.

Lee &Hedrick (1989) also show that similar relationships exist for a half car model and

conclude that a full car model would also demonstrate similar characteristics'

2.3.10 Non-ideal actuator characteristics'

The control force required of an actuator in an active suspension' as dictated by the control

laws used, is ideally reproduced accurately and without friction losses or phase lags' ReaI

actuators suitable for a fully active suspension typically are a hydraulic cylinder controlled

by a servo valve with some type of load sensing device in series with the cylinder to provide

a feedback sig'al for the contror loop. pneumatic and electric actuators could conceivably be

used although pneumatic actuatols with sufficient bandwidth afe not readily available and

¡

r
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perrnanent magnet direct cuüent motors are available where the performance and weight

approach that available from hydraulic systems, however they are not often used'

The typical hydraulic actuator does have significant levels of friction, does incur a phase lag

and may introduce additional resonances into the system. common engineering design

practice allows for 5-I57o of the actuator force to be lost as seal friction' This' in

combination with friction introduced through the suspension springs and mechanisms is

enough to severely affect the performance of a control system' Sharp & Crolla (1987) report

that friction forces should be less than 40N for a medium sized car which would require

special efforts to be made to ensure that actuator friction was below this value' Actuatofs

may be designed with negligible friction at the expense of additional manufacturing cost and

greater hydraulic fluid consumption. The actuator design described in Chapter 3 is an

example of such a tYPe.

Typical servo valves for controlling hydraulic actuators are of the two-stage type where the

output flow rate or output pressure is proportional to the input currenl These are readily

available with bandwidths suitable for an active suspension application' The effect of non-

linearities in the valve response such as phase lag increasing rvith t-reqttency, varying flow

gain near the null position and any interdependence of output flow with loaC pressure may

need to be accounred for in the control system design. Sutton (1978) built a laboratory

active suspension where an hyclraulic actuator was used aS an open loop'block'in the

control system. Many practical diff,rculties were found with this arrangement' Drift

problems were encountered due to minor variations in hydraulic oil temperature and the

difficulty with precisely centering the servo valve spool. Additional effects were the non

linear flow range of the servo spool near the null position, the non-linear lesponse of the

valve in each direction and non-linear inherent damping within the hydraulic cylinder' These

prOblems Can be Overcome by using the valve and actuator aS a "force generator" in a closed

loop. The measured actuator force output is compared to a desired force ancl an appropriate

feedback signal is generated to minimise the error. This of course reqr-rires a control law

k
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which produces a "desired force" as it's output' An electro-rheostatic fluid hydraulic

actuator may prove to be superior although electro-rheostatic fluids are culrently in

developmental form only, (Sturk et al', 1995)'

2.4SelectionofPerformanceMeasurementCriteria

In order to make comparisons between va¡ious selections of spring and damper mtes and to

carry out an optimisation process to select the 'best' cornbination' some specific physical

criteria must be chosen. Each of these criteria then uniquely represonts the measure of a

particular suspension system characteristic. Section s 2'4'l to 2'4'3 discuss the physical

parameters to represent the ride comfort, the road holding and the suspension travel in the

evaluation of the suspension model'

2.4.1 Representation of Ride Comfort

One of the prime purposes for a suspension is for the comfort of human passengers'

however the judgement of performance of a suspension by humans is clouded by the many

other factors which also apply during a journey such as tiredness, fatigue' mood and any

distractions present. There have been many studies performed which have attempted to

characterise the susceptibility of humans to specif,rc frequencies of vibration by excluding

the influence of these orher factors. Early a.ttempts were reported in 1907 by F'W'

Lanchester (1907-03) which suggested that a suspension frequency of less than 1'5 Hertz

was desirable. Since then many studies have been made which lepo¡t on the sensitivity to

specif,rc frequency vibrations of whole body or various parts of the human body often with

varying results. The Australian Standard, 4S2670-1983 is stated to be a compromise

between results of available data. This standard is based on International Standards

organisation Standard, Iso 2631, and dehnes levels for acceptable durations for transverse

and vertical vibrations and might be used to objectively evaluate a vehicle suspension

pedormance. Note that clarke (Iglg) casts doubt upon the validity of ISO 263I'

concluding that there is no evidence that discomforl due to whole body vibrations is time

dependent, at least for durations up to two and a half hours and probably even longer'
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sharp and crolla (1937) state that it is widely accepted that frequency weighting of the

passenger root mean square (rms) acceleration data should be made to allow for frequency

dependent discomfort .Lee &.Salman (1939) do introduce a frequency weighting based on

passenger comfort. It is clear though that many investigations on active suspension

performance use a non-weighted body acceleration as the ride comfort indicator'

The seating of a passenger vehicle provides an additional source of dynamics which plays

an important role in isolating the passenger from roadway inputs' The vibration inputs to

various parts of the occupant must also be considered since the perception of ride comfort is

heavily dependent upon which part of the body is being vibrated' Additionally the dynamics

of the seat itself a¡e influenced signifrcantly by the dynamics of the occupant' Studies on

seat dynamics, such as that by Rakheja et al. (1994), usually include a dynamic model of

the human bodY

It is evident that there afe no clear guidelines or accepted practices for evaluating the

perception of human comfort when exposed to vibrations' The standards: ISO 2631 and

As26T0appeartobethebestcompromise,althoughtheyapplyonlytowholebody

vibration. These standards show frequency dependent acceleration limits and their

adaptationtoavehiclestttdyshouldincludetheeffectofseatingdynamicstoberealistic.

The suspension design might then be made to maintain body accelerations within a limiting

envelope, based on a prescribed random roadway roughness and at a particular vehicle

speed. It is doubrful however that the 114 catmodel would be sufficiently accurate for such

an evaluation to be valid

The alternative is the simple approach of assuming that unweighted root mean square'

vertical acceleration of the vehicle body adequately represents the passenger ride comfort'

This is useful when comparing va¡ious system designs, without evaluating the actual

perf'ormance for a particulzy vc|icle under prcscribed roadway and vehicle speed conditions'
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The body acceleration is proportional to the forces applied to it by the actuator and hence

these forces can þ used for comparative purposes to represent ride comfort'

2.4.2 Representation of Road Holding Capability'

Another pu{pose which a suspension must serve is to provide good road holding capability'

Tyre to road surface contact forces will reach a minimum with large dynamic tyre forces'

leading to the conclusion that high dynamic tyre forces reduce the ability to resist lateral

loads and so 1imit the road holding capabilities of the vehicle. Hence dynamic tyre forces are

an indicator of road holding. Since the tyre is assumed to possess linear force versus

deflection characteristics, the dynamic tyre deflection may be used as a measure of the road

holding capability of the suspension. For the quarter car model' dynamic tyre deflections are

the only measure of road holding. For more complex models other additional criteria such

as body roll would need to be considered'

2.4.3 Suspension Travel Limitations'

The suspension travel of 'tattle' space is the relative deflection between the axle and the

vehicre body and will arways be rimited by the pracrical considerations of vehicle styling and

the space available for the suspension components. The design process therefore must

include some constraints placed on the suspension travel to ensule that the f,rnal design will

operate within the avaiiable space'

2.5 Determination of a Control Law

Section 1.2 summa¡ised that LeR conrollers are relatively simple to design with simila¡

performance to other design methods. LQR is based upon a dynamic system which is

described by:

xn=Axn+Bun

Yn=C*n+Durt

where:

xrr(t) is an n dimensional vector of system state variables'

(2.3)
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urr(t) is the n dimensional external input to the system'

yn(t) is the n dimensional system output, ie: the response of the system'

A, B, C and D are constant matrices which contain the system characteristics'

The connolled variable, u(t) is constructed from a linea¡ combination of the system state

variables:

u: K xn Q.4)

where: K is a constant n x 1 dimensional alray. The values of K are chosen to provide

optimum performance of the controller. This requires minimisation of a weighted' quadratic

performance index, dehned:

,=ñ"te*n+uTRu¡d, Q'5)

Q and R contain the desired weighting factors; Q is constructed to penalise dynamic tyre

deflection and suspension travel. R is a scalar that weights the applied body force' Note that

there is no method known for precise selection of appropriate weighting factors to achieve a

specifred performance, however there are some guidelines which can be adopted to enable

some control of system performance (Anderson & Moore, 1990)' Thompson (1976)

discusses initial values which may be used for suspension system modelling'

The choice of which system states would be used to lepresent critical aspects of the

performance is discussed in sections 2.4.7 to 2.4.3. These can be incorporated into

equation (2.5). The value of the performance index is equivalent to â V times that

determined from the integal squares for a step input to the system (Thompson ' 1973)'

Equation (2.5) then becomes:

Jm=ðVJ Q'6)

where:
w
I

J = I7JQvZ +qr(xO-xr)2 + q2.:l1-x2121 dt Q'6a)

0

-æ
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V = the vehicle forward velocitY,

ð is defined in equation (2.1) and the initial conditions, xn(O) = [0J

The standard solution to the minimisation of the performance index problem results in an

optimum controller given bY:

K = -(R)

where:

1 T (2.1)

B and R are as PreviouslY defrned,

P is the positive dehnite symmetric solution to the matrix Riccati equation:

pA+RTp-pB BTpR-1 +e=0 (2.8)

where Q is positive semi-def,rnite and symmetric and R is positive definite and symmetric'

One method for solution of this problem is given by Davis and Thompson (1986)'

Two implementations of LQR controller were studied, one using the standard tbrm and one

where a frequency shaping'conceptual'f,tlter was added to the performance index'

2.4.1 LQR Standard Form Controller

Thompson (1976) presents a procedure for developing state variable differential equations

for the quarter car model in Figure 1.2 about the steady state position (ie: zero initial

conditions):

io = *(t)

i1 =*3

n2- n4

i3 = (1"(x'-xr)-u)/lv11

i< O= u1ll4.,

This may be expressed in vector matrix form:

=Ax

PB

x

v

n

: Kx
n

n 
+ bru + brw and

(2.e)
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0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
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bl =

0

0

0

bz=
0

0

1100001
L.loooi

-l ¡¡,
1l¡ø,

hlMrLl¡¡,
0

In terms of the standard controller expressed in equation (2.3)

Q=

þ= tOl

The road displacement input w(t) is a unit step, as was discussed in section 2'2' Making the

transformation:

i, = xt-x'

î'r=xr-xo

î4= *4

andapplyingtheunitstepinputtox0,attimet=0theinitialconditionsare:

îf (0) = ÎZ(0) = -1 and

(2.10)

Equation (2.9) is then re-wntten:

xn =Ai +b u andI
(2.11)

The weighting matrix Q is then:

X^
5

X^=
5

4(0)x(0)î¡

Î =KÎ

0

9r*Qz

-92
0

0

-Qz

\z
0

0

XI

x2

X3

x4

X

00
00
00
00

Q=
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(2.t2)
and

0

Note that the component terrns of J represent ride comfort' dynamic tyre deflection and

suspension travel, as discussed in section 2'3'

From the scheme derived above an expression for the optimal control force' oopr t* b"

I = I(^2 + qr(xo-x, )2 * qzo[*r)z) ar

derived from a linear combination of the state va¡iables:

uopt = kt Ît + k,*''+ k'i' + koÎo

This can be written in the following equivalent form:

(2.1,3)

uopr=kl(Î1- îr)+q(i1- xr)*(k1+k2)ir+(k'+k+)îz QJ4)

which is apparently realisable by using a conventional spring in parallel with an actuator'

where the component terrn: kl(Î 
1- 

ir) is contributed by the spring and the remaining tefrns

generated by the actuator. The values for kt to kO are determined by application of equation

(2.7) The relationship in (2.14) still inrpiies that measulements relative to x0 are available

which presents considerable practical difhculties on a real suspension system' An alternative

to alleviate this problem is to substitute x, for xo. This is justifiable since the displacement

spectrum of the axle will approximate that of the road surface up to the cut-off frequency'

Thus the measurement of Î, (ie: xr-xg) can be replaced with xr-xr' when this is

substituted into (2' 14):

u = -k2(x1 -xr) +q( i t- xr) + (kr+ko) i, (2' 15)

The control force u is however no longer optimal except for the case when k2= -k1" which

can be demonstrate.d by re-introducing xO into (2.15) and rearranging to obtain:

u=-k2(x1-xo)+kr(xr-xg)+kri r*k4*z Q'16)

and similarly for equation (2'13) to give:

uopt = kr(xr-x6) + kr(xr-xo) + kE x t+koi<, QJ7)

Comparing coefficients it is evidenr thar u = uopr only when k2 = -k1. Equation (2'15)

appears to be a reasonable basis on which to implement a practical active suspension' The
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acûal values calculated for the gains þ to kO are entÏely dependent upon the weighting

täctors applied. Instead of using equation (2.15) directly, let the control force be given by:

u = kr(xr-xr) + ku(*1-i2) + kui, +kux, (2'18)

Then by substituting xr= tM2and equating coefficients with equation (2'15):

ku = (1+k, /\)Mz Q't9)

kd = (1-ka,M2)k3 Q'20)

k.,o = (1-knMrXkr+k4) Q'21)

This then allows the spring stiffness to be arbitrarily chosen and the other gains calculated

accordingly. The perfofïnance index for this system is as per equation (2'12)' The values

obtained for ku, ku and ku are of course dependent on the weighting factors used' The

increase in the performance index from the optimal solution will indicate how close the

overall performance is to the optimal. In order to implement this System' an actuator must be

praced in parallel with a load celr. The difference berween the actual force deveroped and the

desiredforcecalculatedbyequation(2.18),issuitablyamplifiedandusedastheerrorsignal

in an "inner loop" to confol the actuator' The gain of this loop is required to be sufficient to

produce negligible error between the actual and desired forces'

It is possible to obtain a completely optimal control by using a sufficient number of

feedback variables. In place of equation (Z'1'5),instead assume that the control force can be

expressed as a linear combination of hve state variables (ie: one more than the number of

Kalmangainscalculatedinordertoallowthespringstiffnesstobearbitrarilyselected):

u = kr(xl-xr) + ku(i1-i2) + kvx 
1 

* kui2 + kbi 
1

SubstitutinEXZ= uMr:

u = k.(xt-xr) + ko(i1-i2) + kvi, + ku(u/M2) + t<ol t

(1-ku/Mr)u = kr(xt-xr¡ + kO( *' Ixz)+ kux i * kbi t

(2.22)

rearTan$ng

u = (kr/(1-kaM2)Xxr-xr) + (kd/(1-ka/N42)Xi 1- 
i2)
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+ (k/(l-ka/Ir42)) i 1 
+ (kb(l-ka/ìv12)) i 

1

Equation (2.13) maY be re-written:

v =\(xz-xr) + ko(xo-x3) + (kt+k2Xxt-xg) + (kr+ko)x,

and from equations (2.9):

*1-*0 = -(M1ü, + u)/1" and

=Mz

(2.23)

u i2

Hence:

u =k2(x'-xr) + k|x'-i,) - (kr+kZ)(Mt*t + u)ll" + (kr+kO) i 
1

(l+(kr+kr)lì" =-kr(xr-x2) - k4(i [*ù - (kl+k2xM J r)l]" + (kr+ko)it

u = (-k21.) (xr-x2)/Q - G4tXt [ Ìùl@ - (kt+kr)Mti 1lQ 
+(kr+kp)]\ i rl Q Q'24)

where: Q: )"+kt+k,

Comparing coeff,rcients with equation (2'23) gives:

ku = (1 +k"QkrL)\
kO = (kt+k2)M1ks/k21"

k¿ = k+k#z

ku = -(kr+k4)kJk2 Q.25)

where k, is an arbitrary spring stiffness. The practical implementation of this is to minimise

the actuator force required by using the existing body spring to provide the k, feedback if

the coeff,rcients ku to k,n according to cquation (2'25)'

2.4.2 Frequency Shaped Controller

Frequency shaped controllers can be seen as a combination of classical and modern conEol

methods. The classical concept of frltering to produce desired effects in the frequency

domain are combined with modern time domain state variable techniques' Frequency shaped

controllers have been applied ro active suspensions by Lee & Salman (1989) and Thompson

& Davis (1g92).1-ee &salman used the concept to enable the susceptibility of human

discomfort to motion in particular frequency ranges to be incorporated to provide improved

ride comfort. The vertical acceleration component of the perf'ormance index is directly

frequency weighted by use of a filter such that the optimum feedback gains calculated



include the effect of the frlter. The dynamic tyre deflection and suspension travel cost terms

were not frequency weighted. The frlter is a conceptual one only as far as the system is

concerned since it exists as a concept with which to modify the state variable feedback gains

and not as an explicit filter included in the system hardware' Thompson & Davis (1992)

also use a conceptual filter in a similar way, as developed below'

Assuming a suspension System aS per Figure |.2, the motion is described by:

*1=*3

x2=*4

*3 = À(xo-x1)/lv11-u/lv1r Q'26)

(2.21)
)<4=lu/À[,

where xO is the input which is integrated white noise' As for the LQR controller' transform

the system to a standafd LQR form by including x0 as a known disturbance to the system'

Hence substitute the following:

Î, = xr-xo

*'r=xr-xo

u =u
(2.28)

As discussed previously, a more convenient and equivalent problem is to study the unit step

response of the System. Immediately after the application of the step input at the tyre contact

point:

xg(O) = 0

î 1(0) = -1

Î2(0) = -1

The relative body to axle displaccmcnt is nominated as the system otltput, le: y1 = *Z- * I

*3=*3

Ì4=*4

30
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It;l + t;

XH

lw,

(2.30)

(2.3r)

(2.33)

1
where H =

The system may now be described as a standa¡d LQR problem:

i =Fî+Gû

Yl = rI'Î

with

0

0

-1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0
p=

Llv.,

The augmented system is now defined by:

Ç= 1Mr

The output of y, being the relative body to axle displacement is easily measured on a

practical suspension. In addition, define:

i5 = Yl = H'i Q'32)

where: Î, is the integral of the relative d'isplacement between the body and axle' Noting that

H'G :0, we obtain:

it = "'
= H'FÎ + H'Gû

HF x

t*l

Hence:

u=Kx

FO
Co ]'

and the optimal control will be a linear combination of the system states:

û =Kî +Krî,
= Kî * rrfH'i at

(2.34)

î5+ K5
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= K1i t+Kzir+Kri, + Ko*o + xrf i ,dt'.and so:

u = K1(x1-xo) + Kr(xr-xg) + Krx, + Koxo + KrJxrdt

: (K1+K2)(xr-x6) +Kr(xr-x1) + (Kr+K4)*3 + Kr(xo-xa) + KtJ1*r-*r)ot

From equation (2.26):

*1-*0 = -(u+M1;3)/L

Substitution into (2.34) gives:

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2.31)

(2.38)

(2.3e)

u = -1Kr+K2Xu+M, i3yt +Kr(xr-x1) + (Kr+K4)*3+ Ko(xo-xr) +

= cli ,+ Cr(x2-xr) + czi t+ c4(i2- i 1) 
+ crl{*r-*r)ot

where:

C, = -(K'+K2)M1( ), +Kt+Kr)

Cz= )"Kzl()'+Kt+Kr)

C, = L (Kr+KO)/(À. +Kt+K2)

c¿,= Ì'K,y'()'+Kt+Kt)

C, = ì,Kr/()'+Kt+Kr)

A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) f,rlter is then definecl with output y,

Í
Y2= KvY l+ K, Jvtdt a KaYl

The performance integral is defined as:

-æ

J = l(Ru2 + 9.^t2 + 9r.,r-xr¡z * qrYr2) at

0

rrl{xr-*r)ot

which includes a penalty on the output of the filter and thereby influences the optimum

gains, Ka = [Kl KZKIK4 K5]' such that they are 'frequency shaped'' The transfer

function of the filter is

Yz(s) Ki
SYr(s)

K¿s + KP +
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= ro fr' * Ko' 
- 5l / e.4o)

I Ko Ko)l

where Y(s) denotes the Laplace transform of y(t).

The optimum gains K'u are determined:

u .=K'xopt ar
= -Gu'Pxuß Q'41)

where: xu = [x, *2*3xO x5ì" K',u= [K1' K2'K3' K4' K5]'and P is the positive definite

symmetric solution to the matrix Riccati equation

PFu +Fu'P -PGaGa'P/R + Q:0

where:

(2.42)

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

-VM'
UM,

0

G
aF

a -À/M'
0

-1

The reference (Thompson & Davis, 1992) shows that choosing g3 : 1, Q becomes:

Q:

ql+q2+K3

-qr-K?
KnKo

-KoKo

-KoK,

f,2
-Qz - Ãp

Ar+K?

-KoKo
KoKo

KKpr

KoKo

-KoKo
K3

-K3
-KoK,

-KoKo
KoKo

-K3
K3

KoK,

_KKp¡

KeKi

-KoK,
KoK,

Ki

(2.43)

Thus it can ¡,g seen that the system itself does not implement a filter but instead the desired

characteristics a¡e introduced via the weighting factors which influence the calculated

optimum feedback gains.

Implementation is as for the Standard Form LQR controller, with the difference between the

actual and desired forces being used as the error signal to control the actuator. It should be

noted that the system will have zero steacly state enor in the outpllt (xt-x1) due to the

integration introduced in (2.32) and thus has inhnite static stiffness. By careful choice of the
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filter characteristics it is possible to influence the natural frequency and damping of system

modes. One example of the use of such a scheme is by Lee and Salman (1989) where

weighting factors were used which attempt to reduce vehicle body motions in the frequency

range to which humans are most sensitive, as determined by International Standard ISO

263r.
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CHAPTER 3

CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SUSPENSION

3.1 General Layout of the Experimental Suspension

The experimental test rig was designed to be as close as possible to the ideal quarter car

model in Figure I.2,to ensure close correlation of the actual performance to that

predicted by the digital simulation model. The general design of the suspension was

heavily influenced by the choice of active force generation. Two possible means for

actuation of the suspension were available, an hydraulic actuator with servo valve control

or a Samarium-Cobalt, perrnanent magnet direct current motor with a high precision

linear ball screw. The direct current motor produced a maximum of 300 Watts and had

sufficient bandwidth for the application. The linear ball screw had a total stroke of 50

millimetres. The limited power wouid require a small scale model. The hydraulic servo

valve available \ryas a Moog series 077 -l0l flow control type and had sufhcient

bandwidth for the application and was limited to a maximum flow rate of a nominal 3.8

litres per minute, equating to an available power of 950 Watts at the maximum system

operating pressure of 15MPa. This was clearly superior to the electric motor and since an

actuator could be purpose built for this test rig, it allowed far more flexibility in choice of

the actuator details. The power limitation still required that the experimental test rig be

scaled down from a full size vehicle in order to maintain acceptable suspension

performance. The course of hydraulic actuation also is perhaps the method most likely to

be used for any vehicle frtted application of an active suspension. Thus hydraulic power

was chosen for the experimental suspension.

Thus the basic layout of the suspension was chosen to be as close as possible to the

quarter car theoretical model, with lumped masses representing the axle and body.

Figures 3.1 a. to c. show photographs of the completed rig. Figure 3.6 d records key

measured parameters.
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, t:

guide shafts.
4. Tyre spring.
5. gêlt driveñsinusoidal cam providing lacement.

The cam can be adjusted toþrovide a from 8mm
to 25mm.

6. Variable speedDCmotor to con
roadway input over the range 0. z.

Figure 3.1 a. Experimental U4 car active suspension test rig.
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I,e,
7 , el with actuator (see Figure 2.L) andmounting

the vertical guide rods can be seen passing through
springs.

8. Servo valve.
9. Hydraulic actuatof. The actuator is mounted on a gimbal_assembly to

aliow free rotation while maintai stiffrress.
10. Hydraulic fluid return ssurised fluid

can be seen on the far
I l. Drain hose from piston tapered bearing (see Figure ,.t)-.
12. Load cell. Ring typo cell has a strain gauge Wheatstone bridge

sensing element.

Figure 3
showing

I

1 b. Experimental ll4 car active suspension test rig. Close up
hydrauiic actuator and servo valve assembly.
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1t.
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I

sed to perform integrations,

servo valve
'force.

14. Load cell amplifier.
15. "DISA" Buttêrworth filter, with adjusøble characteristics.
16. Servo'accelerometer amplifiers.
l7a. - 

forpiezo accelerometer used for
npuL

17b. (bottom) Sring potentiometer amplifÏer. The s6ing pot was used for
providing the body displacement signal.

18. CRO.

Figure 3.1 c. Experimenøl U4 car active suspension test rig. Analogue
computer and instrumentation amplifiers.
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axle mass:

body mass

body spring rate :

tyre spring rate( 1"):

road input displacement:

step input displacement:

11.9 kilograms

72.3 kilograms

17.5 kiloNewtons/metre

3 1.5 kiloNewtons/metre

8.2 millimetres

10.6 millimetres

I
,lJ

Figure 3.1 d. Experimental l14 cal active suspension test rig. Summary
of physical data.

The spring rates and masses have values approximately one quafier of those

corresponding to a typical medium sized passenger vehicle. The effective masses

including all fittings and attachments are shown in Figure 3-1 d.

The body mass is made up from a number of 20 millimetres thick steel plates which could

be added or removed as desired to obtain a suitable mass ratio between the axle'and body.

The masses are guided to vertical motion only by two hardened steel shafts and linear

recirculating ball bearings fitted to each of the masses. The axle mass also has an

additional guide shaft running through a clearance hole in the body mass and through a

linear ball bearing in the top beam of the test rig frame. This was not initially fitted but

was needed to ensure that the axle moved only vertically and did not rotate. The forces

apptied to the axle by the tyre spring, body springs and actuator are nominally aligned

with the centre of gravity. However small errors in this alignment caused significant

moments in the axle mass which produced easily visible angular movements when

transitioning between up and down motions. This had led to rapid damage of the guide

I

I
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shafts by the linear bearings. There was a small amount of friction created by the

bearings, requiring less than 5 Newtons applied body force to be applied to over come it.

Figure 3.2 shows the schematic layout of the actuator and the hydraulic system- The

balrel of the hydrautic actuator is mounted to the body mass via a gimbal assembly and to

the axle in series with a load cell. The actuator is positioned in the centre of the rig to

apply force through the cenre of gravity of each mass. Drawings of key items of the rig

are included in Appendtx2. The gimbals were included to prevent any moments on the

actuator and load cell as a result of minor misalignments. The load cell is of ring type

with four strain gauges f,rtted in a Wheatstone bridge. Two body springs were used. The

stiffness of these in parallel is 17.5 kilo-Newtons/metre. This produced a body resonant

frequency of 2.47 Hertz,rather than the intended frequency of approximately 1 Herrz

which is typical of actual passenger vehicle suspensions. This difference is of no

significance to the outcome of the experimental work. A major complication with these

springs was the existence of a resonant mode near 50 }Jertz. This resulted in any 50

Herfzinterference in the servo valve drive signal from AC mains supplies exciting this

mode, causing severe vibration.

A single spring representing the tge connects the moving components to a sinusoidal

shaker which is used to provide simulated roadway input deflections. The spring

stiffness is 31.5 kilo-Newtons/ metre and is also approximately one quarter of the

stiffness of the nominal full scale tyre.

The shaker is an adjustable eccentric cam with a slider affangement to provide vertical

sinusoidal,motion to the tyre spring. A direct current motor with infinitely variable speed

d¡ives the cam via speed reduction pulleys and a single shaft supported by two roller

bearings. The maximum carn speed provides 13.5 Hertz roadway input. The cam shaft is

fitted with a flywheel to maintain a constant speed. The entire assembly is supported by a

steel channel frame which is bolted to the concrete laboratory flcrcrr.

t
I
I

I

Ì
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Figure 3.2 Hydraulic system and actuator arrangement.
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3.2 Design of Hydraulic Servo and Actuator

The Moog O77-IOL two stage servo valve was used because it was available and

provided a bandwidth well in excess of that required for the suspension design. The

frequency and phase response of this valve are shown in Figure 3.3, noting that this

performance test is made by the manufacturer with a load of negligible inertia. The actual

flow past the spool is strongly dependent upon the load pressure as shown in Figure 3.4.

The curves represent a relationship:

e = Kvi(Ap)O.5 (3.1)

where:

Ky is a constant for the valve,

i is the drive current

ÂP is the pressure difference across the load (actuator).

The demand input current to the valve is +40m4 (maximum) with a propoftional output

flow rate. A servo controlled current amplifier with high output impedance is normally

used to d¡ive the valve since the back-emf created by the valve's torque motor coils may

have a signifrcant influence on the system performance. Such an amplifier was not

deemed mandatory for this application however since the valve was operating at relatively

low frequencies. The valve was mounted on the actuator to minimise fluid volumes in the

connecting pipework in order to keep any resonances caused by the hydraulic fluid

compressibility well above any range of interest. Since the fluid volumes change with

actuator position, this resonant frequency is dependant upon the piston position in rhe

actuator; the centre position creating the lowest frequency. This is estimated from

experimental results to be around 80 Hertz, well in excess of the field of interest for this

study.

The servo valve null position can be adjusted by means of a mechanical screw on the side

of the valve. The servo valve in initial operation required constant null adjustment to

maintain a steady mean position of the axle and body masses. The nLlll position
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Figure 3.3 Servo valve frequency response; operating at 700% design
cuîrent. Curves are taken from vâlve manufacturer'S data and are adjusted
for the actual mean operating pressure of 9.93MPa.
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curves are from Moog 770 series catalogue.
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adjustrnent actually provides a relatively coarse control of the spool mid position. 'l'his

offsets the spool position to apply a hydraulic bias to one side of the actuator to balance

the forces acting on it to obtain a steady state. This steady state position however is

highly sensitive to temperature fluctuations of the hydraulic fluid and also to changes in

the hydraulic supply pressure. Since the supply used in this case fluctuated as the

accumulator was discharged and refilled, the mean position also moved by several

millimetres. The implementation of the 'frequency shaped' control law, which was

initially atrempred, used the integral of the body to axle relative displacement (ie: the

position of the actuator) to maintain a constant body to axle displacement. This should

have solved the valve drift problem however the gain required by the control law was

large and even very small displacements at system start up made it extremely difficult to

include this feedback without exceeding the servo valve maximum drive current.

Implementing this control iaw was eventually abandoned for this reason. A solution to

the valve drift problem was made by feeding back a low pass filtered signal from the

body position transducer. The gain of this signal was set very low and the affect on

system performance in the frequency range of interest between 1 and 15 Hertz was

insignificant.

The hydraulic actuator is of double ended type. This provides identical system gains tn

each direction which simplifies the control law design and analysis of the performance

results. The actuator was sized from some preliminary modelling of the theoretical

suspension performance taking into account the maximum flow available from the servo

valve. The upper bound for the required force was estimated to be approximately 250

Newtons. The actual values of course depend on which feedback control philosophy is

implemented. A signihcant design margin needs to be allowed. The design case for the

hydraulic cylinder force was chosen to be 2000 Newtons, which would consume less

than 2.5 litres per minute of hydraulic fluid under the most severe operating conditions.

Allowance for dynamic conditions mllst be made for the pressure losses through the
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valve and pipes, noring that not less than 6.9MPa (1000psi) drop is required across the

servo valve in order to maintain the manufacturer's stated frequency response. The

actuator with bore diameter of 22millimetres and rod diameter of 11 millimeffes meets the

flow rate requirement and provides approximately 2000 Newtons of force at TMPa- A

stroke of 250 millimetres was chosen. The actuator incorporates conical hydrostatic

bearings on the rods and piston. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.2. This design

is based upon rhe method by Viersma (1980). Viersma reports that experience with this

type of actuator has shown the Coulomb friction levels to be exceptionally low, less than

one thousandth of one percent in one case. A similar result was conhrmed in this

actuator, where attempts to quantify the friction level failed because its virtual absence

made detection unreliable with normal laboratory measuring equipment. The conical

bearing design however is very expensive to produce, consumes high pressure oil to feed

the bearings and has a high inherent leakage rate between the two sides of the cylinder

compared to a conventional hydraulic actuator. Hydlaulic cushioning is provided at the

extremes of stroke to prevent excessive end cap loading if the piston is driven rapidly to

full stroke.

The hydraulic fluid is supplied from a pump fitted with a one litre accumulator and

charging valve, shown in Figure 3.2. This valve supplies the accumulator with fluid until

the set operating pressure of 10.5MPa is reached. It then diverts the fluid back to the tank

until the system pressure drops to 9.3MPa when it begins recharging of the accumulator.

The pump is connected to the actuator by flexible hoses approximately four metres long.

3.3 Instrumentation

The state variables required to be measured were the body acceleration, the axle velocity

and the body to axle relative velocity and displacement for generation of the desired

actuator force. Control of the inner loop required the actual actuator force to be measured

and additionally the body and axle absolute positions, relative to the hxed frame of the

test rig were required for evaluation of the suspension performance.
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A servo accelerometer and amplifier was used for the acceleration measurement of the

body. The output from this was also integrated to provide a measurement of the body

velocity. A similar servo accelerometer was f,rtted to the axle and the amplifier output

integrated to obtain the axle velocity. The difference of these velocities was calculated in

real time using an analogue computer. Initially the accelerometer outputs were integrated

using standard analogue computer integrators. The ouçut signals from the accelerometer

amplifiers have a DC bias of approximately 0.5 volts which was trimmed out using

adjustable DC inputs to summing junctions on the integrators. This adjustment was made

with no roadway input to the suspension and proved to be very sensitive' With the

suspension stationary the integrators would drift unacceptably after one or two minutes

but when the body was cycled lightly up and down several times by hand the integrators

drifted rapidly to the amplifrer limits. This was understood to be because of non-

linea¡ities in the acceleration measurements. This problem meant that when running the

shaker to provide an input, approximarcly 807o of the time was required to constântly

adjust the integrator offsets to approximafely zero volts, which was totally unacceptable.

Two options rwere available to overcome the difficulties. The first was to use unity

integral feedback around each integrator. This has an overall transfer function of:

FI(s) = ^j- Q.2)
s'+1

(where s is the Laplace Transform operator) which has identical phase response to a

perfect integrator above I Hertz but produces a signif,rcant distofiion in the amplitucle

response nea¡ 1 Herrz.It has however a large rejection of input drift and zero gain of DC

input signals, which would eliminate drift problems. The second option was to use a

second order bandpass filter, designed to behave as an integrator in the frequency range

of interest. This is effectively a variant on the f,rrst option but can be tuned more readiiy to

create desired behaviour. The design to implement this is shown in Figure 3.5 and has a

transfer function of the form:
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(3.3)

where K, cr and Þ "* be designed by selection of resistors and capacitors. The break

1uF

1MA

1MA 1uF

Vo

H(s) =
-C,Krs

s2 + Gr(K1 + Kr)s + C1KrC2K2

Gi=1/Ri=ll2MÇ2

Ki=1/Ci:ll2¡tF

The filter pass (break) frequency ( aro) is calculated:

alfr=C,KtCrKr=0'0625'

hence: @o = 0.25 radians/second : 0.04 Hertz'

where:

Figure 3.5 Integrator design.
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poinr was selected ro 69 ar 0.04 Hertz which produced the amplitude and phase plots

shown in Figures 3.6 (a) and (b). This performance is quite close to that of a pure

integrator above lftertzand also has infinite rejection of DC inputs. This appeared to be

the best approximation to the performance of an integrator in the frequency range of

interest. Two such integrators were built to provide the vclocity signals of the axle and

body. The low break frecuenc¡r in turn enslrres a large time constant for the filter and

approximately one minute was required for the steady state condition to approach zeto

volts DC offset in the output to be reached after an the integrators were first powered up.

The only problem found with the integrators \ilas a signif,rcant level of 50 Hertz

electromagnetic interference from mains power. The integrators were a perfectly

satisfactory method for performing the function intended however it would have been

preferable to remove all50 Hertznoise by additional screening. An alternative for future

studies may be to use a dedicated velocity transducer for the differential velocity.
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Figure 3.6 (a) Integrator gain characteristics
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Figure 3.6 (b) Integrator phase characteristics.

A second order low pass filter to condition the body position feedback signal used an

analogue computil amplifier as its active element and discrete resistors and capacitors

assembled on a prototyping card. The cutoff frequency was set by component selection to

be under 0.5 Hertz to ensure that the filter had negligible amplitude response in the range

of interest above I IHLertz but retained adequate gain under 0.5 Hertz to maintain a

reasonably constant zero position for the axle and body. The design and performance of

the filter is shown in Figure 3.7. Note that this filter introduces integration in the

feedback path of the displacement transducer. Hence the steady state error of the feedback

loop will be zero, albeit a slowly produced condition due to the low overall gain. This

filter was built using an operational amplifier in the EA180 analogue computer. The

theoretical performance is difficult to accurately predict since the transfer function is

dependant on the unknown gain of the operational amplifier. This gain is assumed

constant under all loading conditions, which may not be true. The modelled performance

of the completed filter is shown in Figure 3.7. This assumes second order characteristics.

- 
. dds[gn peif oimbnc.e.

- .-. tru.e.ìnteg.rotor. . .

. -. octuol integr'otor' i

. o 6ctuol inteqr'otor 2

The model shown is
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V
v,

1MA

(3.4)

\ilhere:

Vo is the ouþut voltage,

Vi is the input voltage.
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Figure 3.7 l-ow pass filter design and performance.

This was determined by trial and error to provide the best reasonable simulation of this

filter. This is a reasonable model for low frequencies but increasingly poor as the

frequency increases beyond 1.0 Hertz. It is evident that the response roll off does not

match a second order response, presumably because the unknown characteristics of the

operational amplifier within the analogue computer. The only requirement for the filter is

that the output response is insignificant over the range of system testing frequencies

between I Hertz and 10 Henz. This has been achieved hence accurate modelling was not

necessary.

meosured 'volues-
m o d e l- p e rl o rm o n c e
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The load cell used was of ring type with strain gauges aranged as a Wheatstone bridge

the measuring elements. A dedicated load cell amplifier was used to power the

Wheatstone bridge and produce an output. The ring was marginally sized for the task and

had been yielded when the suspension was allowed to be operated at the body resonant

frequency with no damping, although this condition was avoided during subsequent

testing. The initial yield of the ring had produced a DC biased output which required

trimming by using an adjustable DC offset added at the analogue computer amplifier

summing junction.

The ouçut of the amplifier has significant spurious noise at several distinct frequencies

(50 Hertz and greater) superimposed on the measured signal. The cause of this is

assumed to be from within the amplifier. The response of system components at these

high frequencies is negligibly small.

Initially the axle to body relative displacement rwas measured directly by a string

potentiometer and the body absolute displacement measured by a Linear Variable

Differential Transformer (LVDT). Body and axle displacements were measured directly

using a string pot and an LVDT respectively.

The LVDT has a centre position with zero volts output and positive and negative voltage

output for corresponding position. The string potentiometer however has a zero output at

one end of travel. The output signal was summed with a DC offset and amplified to

produce a characteristic of zero ouÞut volts in the centre position with output sign

corresponding to input displacement.

Measurement of the roadway input was made by using a piezoelectrio accelerometer to

provide an unscaled acceleration signal. This signal can be used to obtain a plot of the

phase of the displacement. The actual displacement of 8.2 millimetres was measured by
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rotating the cam between highest and lowest positions and measuring the displacement of

the slider with vernier calipers

The EA-180 analogue computer, as shown in Figure 3.1 c, was used to calculate the

electrical oueut signal to rhe servo valve. The ci¡cuii diagram for this is shown in Figure

3.8. The computer has a total of eight inverting amplifiers, four inverting integrators and

four Track/Store inverting amplifiers which were used as unity gain inverters. The

integrators were able to be alternatively configured as inverting anrplifîers- Gains are

chosen by suitable combination of feedback resistance via adjustable potentiometers. The

set point of these potentiometers was found to be quite stable'

The servo valve drive signal is the difference between the voltages representing the

desired force from the actuator and the actual force being produced. The valve was driven

via two inverting amplifiers on the EA-180 after the filter to provide adequate

amplification and retain the correct signal polarity because of cunent drive limitations of

the commercial filter. The current drive limitations of the analogue computer amplifrers

were evident when the system was driven with a roadway input at a frequency near

resonance of the suspension system, when the shape of the valve current waveform was

clearly distorted away from sinusoidal. Additional servo drive gain was available by

amplifying via the EA-180.

Overcoming the problems of 50 Hertz noise and the related body spring resonance

required the inclusion of a filter in the servo valve drive signal. This is not desirable as

the introduction of any filters within the closed loop to attenuate signals above the range

of interest will invariably inroduce phase lags which may substantially affect the system

performance. In spite of this, low pass hltering of the servo valve drive signal was

mandatory to overcome the problem. The f,ilter chosen was a 'DISA' brand, commercial

third order Butterworth type, with the cutoff frequency adjustable on the front panel in
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steps up from 10 Henz. The actual effect of it on the system performance \ilas found to

be negligible; this is further discussed in Chapter 4. A better solution to this problem

would be to redesign the springs to place any natural modes away from 50 Hertz and pay

greater attention in the design of equipment to screening from electrical noise.

All signals were monitored and recorded using a Hewlett-Packard digital storage CRO

and a digital volt meter

3.4 Parameter Measurement and Calibration

The LVDT was calibrated off the test rig by setting the core position with a vernier caliper

and reading the output voltage. A plot of the calibration curve is shown in Figure 3.9.

The results from the linear region shown on the figure were used to calculate a linear least

squaros best fit calibration figure of 52.5 mm/Volt.
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Figure 3.9I,VDT calibration Çurve
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Calibration of the string potentiometer was performed on the test dg by blocking the axle

and body in a range of relative displacements and measuring the actual displacement with

a vernier caliper. A plot of the calibration curve is shown in figure 3.10. The results

appeared to be linea¡ over the whole range shown and were used to calculate a linear least

squares best fit calibration figure of 103.5mm/Volt.

Servo type accelerometer calibration is made by holding the accelerometer horizontally

and measuring the amplifier output voltage. This must be measured on all four sides of

the accelerometer and the results averaged as holding it truly horizontal is difficult to

achieve. The accelerometer is then held vertically and the '19' output measured. The

vertical position is found when the output is maximum. Calibration constants were 4.3J

U(,
ts
J
o

ts5
ÈÈ
o

Io
60 B0

N0MINAL DISPLACEMENT (mm)

'l 00 120
20 10

Figure 3.10 String potentiometer calibration curve

Votts/(m/s2) and 4.39 Volts/(m/s2) for the axle and body accelerometer amplif,rer outputs

respectively.

Measurement of the body spring stiffness was made by blocking the axle from moving

and placing an accurately known mass on the body. The differential displaoement was

Â meosure'd volues
_ V=0.00966x - 0 156
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measured using the string potentiometer. The effect of the small amount of linear bearing

friction was noticeable while doing this so the average displacement of multiple

measurements was used. The tyre spring stiffness was found using a similar method.

The gain constant of the integrators, K in equation (3.3), was measured by applying a

2.00 Volt sinusoidal signal at a number of frequencies and recording the output

amplitude. Then the output is compared to the ouÞut of a pure integrator (which this is

closely a

vooçu,

pproximating). For an integrator:
I= K lvinpud'

= rlv. .*sin(2nxfxr)dr- lnpur

which assuming zero initial conditions:

= -KY, -_.. J2æ*ffcos(2ru*f*t)lnput

therefore:

lvourpof,inputl = Kl2n*f

where:

vouço,

input

K

= integmtor oulput voltage

= integrator input voltage

= actual gain constant of the integrator

= input signal frequency.

(3.5)

(3.6)

V

f

The gain at each of ten frequency points up to 10 Her¡z was calculated from this and

averaged. Both integrators have an average gain constant of 0.26, very close to the

theoretical value of 0.25.

The masses of the body and axle were measured by using a 100kg scale and making

calculated allowance for a number of fittings and fixtures which could not easily be

physically isolated for weighing. Springs were individually weighed and half the mass of

each apportioned to the effective mass of the body and the axle. All measurements were

made five times to account for minor variations due to guide rod frictioll-
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The load cell was calibrated in situ by extending the actuator so that all forces applied to

the body were via the load cell. Accurately known masses were then used to apply loads

to the cell. A linear least squares best fit calibration of 849 NA/olt was made from the

results. The results are shown in Figure 3.11.
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CHAPTER 4

CALCULATIONS AND COMPTITER SIMIILATION

4.1 Calculation of Optimum Feedback Gains

The feedback gains for the active suspension control laws to be studied are defined by

equations (2.18) for the sub-optimal LQR, equation (2.22) for the optimal LQR and (2-37)

for the frequency shaped types. The feedback gain calculations require solution of the

Ricatti equation. The iterative methd proposed by Davis and Thompson (1986) was used.

The resulting Turbo-Pascal code is attached as Appendix 3. This method requires a starting

vector from which to begin the search. The system must remain stable at all points through

the search and hence several attempts at choosing starting vectors was necessary before

finding a suitable one. The actual values in the vector are not of great importance but a

solution could be achieved with fewer than thirty iterations if the search started with the sign

of each element the same as the corresponding elements of the optimum solution. The

system eigenvalues are calculated during the search and used to check stability.

4.1.1 Standard Form LQR Controller

The physical values for the masses and springs are stated in Chapter 3. Thompson (1976)

gives some background into making an initial choice of weighting factors for the standard

form LQR active suspension controller, applied in equation (2.6a). These are based on

defined limits for the variables in the performance index which will not be exceeded for less

than99.7Vo of the time on a random road. The value of each limit would need to be adjusted

on an operational suspension in accordance with the actual performance desired. For

example the suspension travel limit will depend on the actual available travel between the

static height of the suspension and the suspension bump stop. The available suspension

travel is well in excess of the roadway input displacement hence the suspension will not

bottom chtring operation and so there is no such limitation for the experimental suspension.

Similarly, there are no defined limits for the body acceleration and dynamic tyre forces since

the suspension is experimental only and on a real suspension the limitations would be

1T
,ìr

1

I

!
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tl

adjusted to suit a reasonable compromise in performance. The following values were

assumed for this study, based on Thompson's (1976) suggested values as a start point to

the suspension design:

Q1 =10

92 -1

and r is assumed as 1 * 10-8. (4'1)

These values are aimed at producing similar magnitudes for each of the weighted terms in

equation (2.6a).

Measured parameters were (from Figure 3.1 d.):

axle mass (Mt): 11'9 kilograms

body mass (MZ): 72'3 kilograms

bod.yspringrate(k5):17.5kiloNewtons/metre

tyre spring rate( }"): 31.5 kiloNewtons/metre

The system is described by equation (2.11). Substituting the values above:

I
rtJ

64*

0

0

0

')
A

010
001

03000
000

00
00
00
00

b

0

0

-{.084
0.0138

1
1

Q= R=1*10-8

The Kalman gains calculated from the Ricatti equation and equation (2'7) ate:

11 -1
-1 1

00
00

T

(4.2)

(4.3)

I

K = [20825 -10000 502.r -1396]

The desired contr.ol force is given by cquation (2.15). Substituting the measurecl valtre for

k5 and the values in equation (4.3) into equations (2.I9) to (2.21) give:

I
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ks = 17480

ka = -54.08

kd= 877.7

kv = -1562.5

Rearranging equation (2.18) for the desired control force:

u : ks(x1-x2) + kd( x t- iZ) + kvx2 +kax2

: ks(xl-x2) + i 1(k¿) + iz(kv-k¿) + k¿i2 Ø.4)

The body springs already provide the first term and hence this can be eliminated from the

desired force to be produced by the actuator (uacÐ, leaving:

uact = it(k¿)+ iz(kv-k¿)+kaÏ2

= irt(877.7) + xz(2440) + xz(-sa-OS) Ø5)

which may be directly implemented as amplif,red transducer output signals to produce an

electrical signal representing the desired actuator force-

For the optimal LQR controller, the values in equation (4.3) arc substituted into equations

(2.25) and employing equation (2.22):

I
rd

',1
1

i

uacr = ks(xl-x2¡ + k¿(*1-i2) + kui r*kulz+ koit

Allowing for the body springs to produce the force associated with the ks term:

uact =kd(i1-i2) +kuxl *kui2+kOÏt

=2440(i([*z) - 1563x1 - 97.0x2- 53zir

(4.6)

(4.7)

I

4.1.2 Frequency Shaped Controller

The desired control force is given by equation (2.31). Substituting the physical values into

equations (2.43) gives :

l
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Fa: -2.64*I03 Ga=

0

0

-0.084
0.0138

0

0

-1

2
Assume a PID filter characteristic of (s + 10s + 40)/s, which gives:

0

0

0100
0010

0000
1000

Q=

111

-101
10

-10
-400

-101
101

-10
10

400

10

-10
1

-1
-40

-10
10

-1
1

40

-400
400

40
40

1600

(4.8)

(4.e)

0000

Arbirarily assume a value for R of 1 * 10-7. The optimum feedback gains (components of

K¿) as determined from the solution of equations (2.41) and (2.42) are then given by:

Kl =-2.387*104
KZ= -2.939 * 104

K3= 3.195*103

K4=-2.585 * 103

K5=-I.26-5*105

The following coeff,rcients may then be computed as required in equation (2-37):

cl = 11.90
c2= -ll35o
c3 = 360.2
C4= -1526
c5 = -747oo

Hence the desired control force (u¿ç¡) is:

uact = (1 1.90) i 1 - (17350Xx2-x t) + (360.2) i t - (1526 )(xz-x r) - 0+700)J (x2-x1)dt

(4.10)

This may be used as the basis for the design of appropriate sensor output amplification to

generate an electrical signal representing the desired actuator force.
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4.2 Computer Simulation of Suspension Performance

4.2.L Simutation of suspension Theoretical Performance

The theoretical performance of the LQR controller is described by equations (2.9). The term

for the control force'u', can be replaced with u¿s¡ from equation (4.4) ior the sub-optimal

controller and equation (4.6) for the optimal controller.

The time response performance of the suspension was modelled using a fourth order

Runge-Kutta digital simulation on apersonal computer. The simulation was written in

Turbo Pascal (Version 5). The main program sets up initial conditions and controls a

number of subroutines. The subroutine which defines the system by calculating the system

derivatives at each time step is shown in Figure 4.1 a.. Figure 4.I b.lists each variable and

cons[ant and states the values assumed for the modelling.

4.2.2 Simutation of Experimental suspension Performance

Modelling of the experimental suspension is based upon the same derivatives subroutine as

for the theoretical simulation. The calculation of actual force ouçut from the inner loop is

expanded to simulate the amplifier and hydraulic elements that actually produce the force on

the experimental suspension. This is in contrast to the theoretical model, where the required

force is produced without elror.

The DISA third order Bulerworth filter (discussed in Chapter 3) was initially included in

the model but had a negligible effect on system performance. The practical testing had also

showed that the frlter perforïnance had negligible affect on the suspension performance.

Since this added a further three state variables which significantly increased the computer

simulation run time, it was deleted from the final model. The filters used for integrating the

acceleration signals to obtain body and axle velocities have phase characteristics which do

not exactly conform to a desired'pure' integrator. These characteristics were ignored as

negligible also.
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PROCEDURE derivs(t :extended; y:rar:ray; vAR dydt :rarray;
VAR Xsp, Fm,Fa,Qsy,Qsz,Qye,Qze, Ql,Qf , x3dot,x4dot :extendecl) ;

VAR Vdes i re, Verr , Vl c , VlPdd , VPosn,
clPsy, dPsz, dPye , dPze,
Qz ,Qy, 9Ya, dQY , dQz, Qe. Qza,
x0 , cJy,
vddd,
u,
\Y '"/',
Fy ,Fz ,Ff : extended;

BEGIN ( x derivs -* )
xO :=0.0041*sin(2xPi+'9*t) i
Fa : =yIPy] *AY-YlPz)xLz;
VIc : =Klc;tFa,.
Vposn :=Kfp*ylx2l; {now low pass filter it}
Vlpdd : =Vposn-al'tylVf pdl-a2'*vIVlpout ] ;
dydt [VrPdl : =V1Pdd;
dydt lVÌpout I : =y[VIpd] ; { low passed }
Vdesi re : =kd*y [ ": I i ( kv-kd ) +.y Ix4 I +ka*x4dot+Klpf i Iterr'y lVlpout ] ;

Verr : =Vdesire-Vlc;
Xsp : =Kf*Verr;
IF ABS(Xsp)>1.0e--3 THEN Xsp:= sign(Xsp)'t1'0e -3;

{def ines sPooi l- imi ts of travel }

{vaLve}
{Qsy & Qze}
dPsl': =Ps-Y I PY I ;

dPze i=yl_Pz l-Pe;
IF Xsp<O THEN
BEGIN

QsY: =0 ;

Qze: =C;
ENI)
ELSE
BEGIN

Qsy: =siqn(dPs1z
Oze-: =si*qn( clPze

END;

Figure 4.1a Pascal code for the derivatives Subroutine used ilt conrputer
simulation program.

),tXsp*Csp*Sqrt ( ABS ( dPsY) )

) r"Xso*Csp*Sqrt ( ABS ( dPze ) )
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[Qsz & Qye]
dPsz : =Ps-y iP z1 ;

dPye: =y I Py] -Pe;

IF Xsp>O THEN
BEGIN

Qsz : =0;
QYe: =0;

END
ELSE
lJ-ú\rr-(\

Qsz : =sign( dPsz ) *Xsp^Csp*Sq¡t (ÀBS ( .]Psz ) )

Qye : =sign( dPye ) *Xsp*Csp*Sqrt (ABS ( dPye ) )
E}.IÐ;

Qy: =Qsy+Qye;
Qz: =Çsz+Qze;

{get neg fl-ow if
{"r!

rod retracting)
")

{ actuator i
Qya : = (ylx4l -yIx3 ] ) *Ay;

{Qya +ve if rod is
¿çy : =Qy-Qya;
Qza: = ( yIx4 ] -yIx3 ] ) +Az ;

{Qza -ve if rod ls
d.Qz: =Qza-Qz;
dy :=yIx1]-ylx2);
Cy : = ( VyO-Ay,tdy ) 7'Bmod ;

Cz : = ( Vz 0+Az *dy ) /Bmod ;
dydtIPy]: =dQy/Cy;
dydtIPz]: =dQz/Cz;

extending; ie
{+ve far

oil is added to side y)
rod extending)

retracting; oil is added to side z)
i+ve for rod re'¡iacting)

{ dydt ( Py
{ dydt(Pz

))
))

{LoadJ
x4dot ; = ( Fa+ks'tdy ) /m2 ;
x3dot ¡ = ( 1a,t ( x0-ylx1 I ) -Fa-ks*dy*) /mi ;

dy :=yIx1]-yix2l;
u :=ks*dy+100*(kd*(ylx3l-yix4l )+kv*yIx41'+ka*x4dot) ;

ix100 since constants are iIAC. This maps the analogue
computer iir,pI emen-uat i oni

dydt Ix4] : =x4dot i
dyd-uf x3l:=x3dot,-
<1ydt lx2) : =ylx4) ;
dy.jtIxi l:=yf x3,.l;

Figure 4.1a (continued) Pascal code for the derivatives subroutine used in
computer simulation program.



var].aD es of tr/pe EXTENDITU:

vdes 1 re
verr
vt-c
v rpoo

vposn

'f,"Sy, ots S¿

oPye , clyze

gsy, usz
92 ,9Y

gya,lJza
oç}y, dç)z
QYe,Qze
XU
dy

u
cy,ez
EY,I Z

ta
XSP
x3oot, x4oot
end t1me

Array vari.abres:
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Contarns currerrt valt-1e
at *urflìê tt t 

.

Contai ns cur rent val ue
Ìntegratec vari aDles at

t
h

Voltage representÍng oesrreo force output"
Error between oemano ano actuai servo voitage.
Voitage output f rom roao cell- amprif Íer-
Vortage rnternai to oigitar row pass firter.
see Figure 4.2.
VoI tage at input to -L ow pass f r r ter,
see FÍgure 4.2.
trrCrerLtetrtaì preSSULe ù.i-rIereIrC.l.AIS letweelì
hyoraultc suppry and y ano z chambers'
tncrementat pressure orfferentrars between
hyorauiic return ano y ano z chambers-
Frowrate from suppty to y ano z chambers '
Net f .Lowrate to y ano z chambers through
servo valve.
Frowrate component oue to velocrty or prston-
Net fiowrate to y ano z chambers.
t,towrate f ¡:om y ano z chan¡nbers to return.
Roao input oÍsPlacement.
I-¡Íf ference jn orspracement -Detween booy and
AXIC "

Force deveropeo -oy actuator.
Hyoraurrc capacitance of y ano z chambers.
Force oevelopeo by y ano z chambers on plston.
Net force oevelopeo bY actuator.
Spoor oispracement.
Ãcceteration of axle ano booY.
Time l-imit for simulation.
Current vatue of time.
1'Íme variabie useo tn Runge-rtutta routrne.

of lrrtegrateo. variabresv

oyctt of orfferantrat oi
tfme 't'

Figure 4.1b Variables and constants used in computer simulation program.



CONST
Bmod
pr

Ps

Pvo
Pz0

csp

Kf

Ay
NL

mi
m2
vvo
Vz0
Cp
Klc
Krp

0.285e-3;
0 - 285e-3;
11.9;

1')

.05e-3;

.05e-3;

. 0e- 10;

.01;

.1932;
31450.0;
17480.0;
-0.5408;
8.79;
-15

24.
10.

- 1500.0e6;
- 3. i4159265+;

66

ithe mean between 153Û and 1350 psi ' which
is the oPerating rangeJ

iponer suPPrYi
- 9. 93e6;

Pe - 0.ie6;

iPzû= 4.265e6; PyO= 5.565e6; these are settings for the
iû . 6¡rLlir ' step, irrpt^t, since tl'at slnui.¡troi: i s aepencant upc;
the initial conOitions, where the sinusoidal input assumes a

steady state]

ve

=
=

{va1
-

4
4
'ì,
t
3

t
1

=t

-0
-0
-0
-0

.915e6;

.915e6;

.0e-5;
m^3/ s/m/Pa^0.5

.0e-4; {=sPocl
flow coefficient - estinated!]
displ/inPut voltagel

l-a =
115

ka=
kd=
t. -.AV

Kipf i 1ter
-1oa

--)qL

" 625;
2.r;
O;
0;

{ leakage factor Past the Piston }

t vlN - load cel1 scale*O'949*10 )
{ V/mm - string Pot scale*O ' 2r' 10 i

{N/m}
IN/m]
{N/m/s/s, /7OO}

{N/m/s, /IoO}
{N/m/s, /1001

i2nd order 1ow Pass f i lte'r charsJ

---^- ,o -
1J V O J _ U ,

I The fol].owing are indeces within arrays
contains curren" valire of PY ' i
Py
Ðo

xi
_-1
2rL

XJ
-- r',

Vlpo
Vipout

-1
I

=2.
1

- 
.J

Á
-q

tr

-6
1

ô=()

y & dydt; eg: ylPYl

Figure 4.lb (continued) Variables and constants used in computer

simulation program.
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The roadway input is simulated by a sinusoidal displacement:

xo = 0.0041 * sin(2nft; (4' 1 1)

where xo represents the vertical motion at time t of the eccentric cam used to excite the test

rig at frequency (f).

The valve and actuator model can be developed from that presented by Zeller (1969) and

Dransfield (1981). For a reference to and description of symbols used in the following

discussion, see Figure 4.1 b. The instantaneous actuator force (F¿) is given by:

Fa = Py * Ay - Pz* A, Ø-12)

where:

P, and Prarethe instantaneous pressures applied to each side of the piston and At and A"

are the areas of each side of the piston; see Figure 3'2 (page 4l)'

The load cell has a linea¡ oulput:

Vlc=Klc*Fa (4.13)

The ouçut from the body position transducer is:

Vporn = Klp * x2 @'I4)

where K1O is the calibration constant of the transducer, andx2is the body displacement

from the rest position. This signal is then passed through the body position feedback, Iow

pass filter discussed on page 49. Constants K1n¡11¡s¡, al and aZwefe determined by

simulating the filter (using MATLAB mathematical package) and matching the modelled

performance to the actual shown in Figure 3.7 (page 50). The constants were selected to

have negligible effect on the model performance in the frequency range of interest.

The desired force ouçut from the actuator for the sub-optimal LQR controller is given by

equation (4.4) but modified by the addition of the position feedback signal and the deletion

of the term associated with the body springs:

uacr = it(k¿)+ i2(ku-k6)+ x2k¿*Klpfilt..*vlpout (4'15)
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The voltage Vdesire is a scaled representation of u¿ç¡ in the simulation. The values for

feedback constants kd, kv and k¿ must be modified by the load cell constant as was done

for the actuator force in equation (4.13). This has been done in the definition of the

constants resulting in:

ka = -0.5408

kv = 8.79

kd = -t5.625 (4.16)

The error between the desired and actual actuator forces is the difference between u¿s¡ and

F¿,lepresonted by:

Verr = Vdesire - vlc Ø'rl)

where "Verr" is the error voltage.

The error voltage is amplif,red and converted into spool movement by the servo valve. The

simulation ignores all servo valve and input ampliher dynamics in making the assumption

that the spool displacement produced by the fust stage of the valve is proportional to the

applied voltage:

¡sp = Kf * Verr (4.18)

This is justifiable since the bandwidth of the servo valve used was in excess of ten times the

maximum frequency simulated and hence the servo transfer function had little affect. The

servo valve manufacturer advises that servo valves are usually modelled by first or second

order approximations to the actual relationship between input drive current and output flow

rate. A f,rst order approximation was initially included but the performance difference

between this and the simple linear gain model in equation (4.18) was confirmed to be

negligible and obtained at the expense of greater model complexity with a consequent

increase in run time. Spool displacement limits are applied. These were found to have a

significant effect on the modelled system performance near the resonance frequency of the

suspension.
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The flow rate of hydraulic fluid into the actuator is dependent on the flow rate delivered by

the valve, the load pressure and the actuator velocity. The instantaneous pressure

differential across the valve spool is given by:

¿Irsy = ps - py (4.19)

where Ps is the hydraulic supply pressrÌre and Py is the pressure in the'y'chamber of the

actuator. Similarly the pressure differentials between the'z'chamber and the supply and

both chambers and the retum port may be formulated.

The spool's flow cha¡acteristics are assumed to be:

a. zero flow at the null position or at displacements where the spool land overlaps the

port.

b. Flow proportional to the square root of the pressure differential across the spool for

spool displacements where the land opens a port, see Figure 3.4.

The actual flow will also be dependent on the overlap or underlap of the spool land on the

valve ports. The servo valve's data sheet from the manufacturer does not state any specifrc

details regarding the spool lap, however it is evident from the Null Flow Gain information

provided that the production valves vary about the 'null lap'condition from overlapped to

underlapped. The actual lap condition is complex to model as it is influenced by the lap of

each spool land with each port and also by the radial clearance of the spool in the valve

body. A simple model of valve underlap was initially included in the simulation, where it

was assumed that all ports were overlapped or underlapped by the same amount- Whether

the valve was overlapped or underlapped was found however, to have a negligible affect on

performance. Viersma (1930) points out that it is normal practice to neglect the effects of

valve lap. Consequently this complication was removed from the model.

The flow rate through the valve is then:

(4.2O)Qy = sign(dPry) * Xsp * Çsp x r/ltOerrt¡
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where Csp is the constant spool flow coefficient relating flow rate to spool displacement. It

is strictly correct to include the first term and to use the absolute value of dP5y to ensure that

correct flow directions are maintained. In actual practice the only conditions where the value

of the differenúal pressure (dPsy in this case) drops below zero is when the system

operating conditions are either forcing fluid back into the supply port or the return line is

supplying fluid into the actuator. Such conditions could only be achieved under severe

resonance and hence equation (4.2O) can be simplified to:

Qy = Xsp * csp * {(dPsy) Ø'21)

Four such flow equations need to be formulated to define the instantaneous flows to and

from each actuator chamber from both the supply and retum lines. Note that the constants

representing the servo valve cha¡acteristics C5p and K¡ could have been reduced to a single

constant since they are always multiplied together in the model. They were kept separate

only to simplify discussion on the torque motor and spool valve characteristics the model.

The flow into or out of the actuator chamber can be calculated:

Qya = Ay x (x4 - x3) Ø22)

where Ay is the effective piston area and (x+ - x3) is the piston velocity in the actuator body

representing the differential velocities of the vehicie body and axle. The difference between

Qy and Qya is due to the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid and the rate of change of

chamber pressure can be determined from:

_ dQ,dy
(Py)

dt C

where dQy = Qy - Qya

and Cy is the compliance of the fluid in the actuator calculated

v

(4.23)

(4.24)

Cy = (VyO - Ay * dy)/Bmo¿ Ø.25)

Thus the simulation has eight state variables; including the actuator chamber pressures, Py

and P7; the vehicle body and axle displacements and velocities x1 to x4 and the body

displacement feedback filter variables V1p¿ and Vlpq¡¡. The derivatives for each are
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calculated by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method at each iteration. The state variables are

stored in the array y[ ] and the estimate of corresponding derivatives is stored in array

dydtt l; for example, rhe array elements y[x1] and dydt[x1] hotd the current values of the

axle displacement and velocity.

The computer model could readily be used for simulation of the system step input response

and the steady state response with sinusoidal input. The response to a step input was

modelled to simulate the step input used on the physical test rig. The initial conditions rwere:

a. The axle was given a fixed displacement upward of 10.6 millimetres. At time zero this

displacement was released.

b. The initial actuator pressures were adjusted to provide the colrect values for the system to

maintain all other initial conditions at zero; ie: the initial pressure differential balances the

spring force due to the upward movement of the axle with zero displacement of the body.

For the steady state response each simulation run was made by using a sinusoidal input at

the desired frequency, assuming zero values for initial conditions and continuing the

simulation until transients had dissipated. The frequency response of the axle and body

were determined by performing a number of such simulations across the range of

frequencies from 1.0 to 15 Hertz.

During each simulation run values for each of the key variables at one thousand time steps

were stored for later plotting.

The values for the assumed performance parameters used to model the servo valve Csp and

K¡ were estimated first from data supplied by the valve manufacturer and then adjusted

until the modelled performance fitted as closely as possible to the measured performance.

Such an adaptation of the model is justif,red since C5p is dependent on many factors and will

vary from valve to valve and with different operating conditions. In any case, it cannot be

measured directly and must be inferred from the performance of a driven system. The
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parameter K¡ is an assumed value which could be accurately determined if desired.

However since only the product of C5p and K¡ controls the model output and the precise

value of each is not so important.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

5.1 Theoretical Suspension Performance

The suspension charateristics using the sub-optimal and optimal LQR controllers are derived

by computer simulation from the equations of motion for the suspension, equation (2.9).

The theoretical performance of the suspension can be simulated using those equations

directþ. It is assumed that the force 'u' for each controller type is produced by the actuator

exactly in accordance with equations (2.1S) for the sub-optimal and (2.22) for the optimal.

Figure 5.1 shows the frequency response plots for the optimal and sub-optimal

controllers. These plots were produced by use of the code shown in Figure 4' i' A 10

millimefes peak sinusoidal road input was applied at each whole frequency from 1 Hertz

to 15 Hertz. The simulation was continued until steady state peak values could be

recorded for

R0AD INPUT FRE0UENcY (Hz)
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Figure 5.1 Theoretical suspension perfon-nance for the optimal and sub-optimal

LQR controllers.
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the axle and body displacements. The result at each frequency R¡ is calculated from:

Rf = 20*log 1 oeak-oeak body/axle displacement ;' peak-peak of input displacement (5' 1 )

Smooth curves were produced through these points with splines. It is evident from Figure

5.1 that the sub-optimal controller has only a small variation in performance from the

optimal controller, the curves being within 2db over the range IHertz to 10 Hertz. This has

an interesting practical implication in that the sub-optimal type requires one less state

va¡iable measurement and hence needs less feedback signal processing, although still

achieving near optimal performance.

ROAD INPUT FREQUENCY (Hz)
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Figure 5.2 Theoretical suspension perforn-ìance for the 'frequency shaped'
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The theoretical response of the frequency shaped connoller can be modelled similarly for

the LQR controllers. The results of simulation are shown in Figure 5.2. The theoretical

performancc calculation takes no account of the actuator dynamics. Simulating the

laboratory suspension requires using the model developed in Chapter 4. The term for the

control force'u', is replaced with u¿ç¡ from equations (4.5) for the sub-optimal controller

and from equation (4.7) for the optimal controller. In the same way, equations (2.26)

and (2.27) are apptied for the simulation of the 'frequency shaped' suspension with the

control force described by equation (4.10). The response of the suspension, including the

actuator

RoAo rNPUT FREaUENcY (Hz)
100

.I

M
',1.i

Þ
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z
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FÌgure 5.3 Comparison of frequency response of theoretical and modelled
laboratory suspênsion with sub-optimal controller.

dynamics can be made to closely match the theoretical response. Increasing the product of

the servo-valve gain constants, K¡ and C.O brings the modelled perfon-nance closer to the

theoretical curve. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 compare the modelled perfoml¿tnce of the
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,l

laboratory suspension with the theoretical suspension performance. These curves assume

a servo-valve overall gain (K¡ x Csp) of 150 x 10-9. It is evident in both cases that a

suspension with an hydraulic powered'inner loop'is able to perform very similarly to

the theoretical suspension. From these results it appears that for the laboratory

suspension to be able to perform as desired, adjustment of the gain of the 'inner loop'

servo-valve control is required.
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of frequency response of theoretical and modelled
laboratory suspension with frequency shaped controller.
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5.2 Experimental Results

The aim \ü¿ts to demonstrate an experimental controller for the frequency shaped and the

LQR suspension clesigns. The flequeucy shaped feedback control was attcmpted first and

several problems became immediately apparent. The problems found with the
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instrumentation have been mentioned in Chapter 3. It is necessary to achieve simultaneous,

ne¿ìr zero initial conditions for the suspension sensor outputs while connecting the servo-

valve in order to prevent it being damaged by excessive feedback voltage; ie: ensure that

each of the component terrns on the right hand side in equation (4.10) is approximately zero

to balance with the left hand side, since u¿s1(t=0) = 0. The difference bctween u¿ç¡ and the

sum of terms on the right hand side becomes the error signal for driving the servo valve.

The high gain applied to the integral of the body to axle relative displacement made it very

difficult to achieve approximately zero ouÞut from this component for any significarlt

period of time. The situation was also exacerbated by the hydraulic supply pressure

fluctuations as well as drift of the valve and integrator causing difhculty in trimming the

integrator oulput voltage to zero. All anempts caused the integrator output to be well in

excess of the maximum allowable servo valve drive voltage and so further efforts on the

frequency shaped controller were abandoned. This problem could be solved by a controller

design with a reduced gain on the integral of the relative displacement enor, at least during

system start up. Alternatively a drive curent limiting device could be used to guarantee no

damage to the servo-valve.

The sub-optimal LQR controller was then attempted. This was simpler to set up since it

did not have the problems associated with the high gain integrator. Wher' operating

however the relative displacement btween the body and axle was minimal, typically less

than 1 millimetre for a sinusoidal input of 8.2 millimetres to the tyre. Such small relative

motion gave the visual impression that the axle and body are locked together. Typical

time traces are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.5 shows a typical step input,

where the axle and body moved with only a small relative displacement and phase

difference. The step response is highly oscillatory compared to the theoretical (and the

desired) response. The frequency response was determined by running the roadway input

at fixed frequencies from} to ll.Zldrertz and recording the peak responses of the axle

and body displacements.
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1 r-ìar\/

Figure 5.5 Typical recorded response with step input, sub-optimal LQR
controller. (Note that the raw outputs from the transducers have different
scales). /
Trace 1 (upper) is the axle response.
Trace 2 (lower) is the body response.

The oulput signal from an accelerometer placed on the roadway input showed that the

simple sinusoidal motion expected also included other influences. Figure 5.6 includes a

typical trace of the raw recorded accelerometer output from the roadway input shaker. The

accelerometer traces were recorded purely as an indication of the actual motions present and

is much simpler to implement than fitting of a displacement transducer. The example

presented was typical, with the disturbance at 50 Hertz constant both in frequency and

displacement at all roadway input frequencies. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is strongly

suspected to be electrical interference from an unidentified source. During some periods,

recordings were made consistently free of the 50 Hertz component. The servo valve drive

voltage also demonstrated an intermittent noise input, but clearly at 50 Hertz, indicating

electrical interference from an unidentified item of equipment within the laboratory. The

d
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noise in the accelerometer output is of no consequence to the results since the output is not

used as part of the suspension system. The 50 Hertz noise in the servo-valve drive voltage

was filtered before passing to the servo valve. The gain of this filter at 50 Hertz is -42db

which ensures that the 50 Hertz component is of no signihcance.

1 
=(-¡

T
c r5-

J-

4

Figure 5.6 Typical recorded response with sinusoidal input, sub-optimal
LQR controller.

Trace 1 (top) is the acclerometer response; placed on the roadway input
shaker.
Trace 2 (second from top) is the axle reponse.
Trace 3 (third from top) is the body response.
Trace 4 (bottom) is the filtered accelerometer response; filter is third order
B u tter\p orth, 20 Hertz c u toff .

Step inputs were made by inserting a block between the axle and the test rig frame. This

displaced the axle 10.6 millimetres upwards. The body position feedback causes the body

position to drive to the original rest height, although this takes in excess of one minute

because of the low feedback gain. Thus the step change in displacement was applied to the

axle only and the hydraulic cylinder produced a force to exactly balance that caused by
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compression of the body springs by 10.6 millimecres. To initiate the step, the block was

removed rapidly.

Figure 5.7 shows a typical trace of body and axle step response with an expanded time axis.

Note ttrat before the step the axle displacement is constant and the body displacement is

1 . ú()\, 5(r,f,

Figure 5.7 Typical recorded displacement for a step response, showing
body and axle motion prior to and after the step input, sub-optimal LQR
controller.

Trace 1 (upper) is the axle response.
Trace 2 (lower) is the body response.

fluctuating with the hydraulic pressure with a period of approximately 7.3 seconds. The

overall feedback gain of the body displacement loop at this frequency is -59db. Hence the

feedback loop had insignificant effect on maintaining a constant body position in response

to the hydraulic fluctuations. After the step there are corresponding opposite motions of the

body and axle with the same period as the hydraulic pressure changes, since the axle was
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then free to move. The drift of the body upwards through the 'zero' displacement position

can be seen in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7. This was consistent for all step response traces.

The hydraulic accumulator holds only a very small volume of oil before the pressure has

dropped sufficiently to initiate re-charging from the pump. This oil volume was consumed

rapidly during the step input tests. Thus the hydraulic supply system was always charging

the accumulator several seconds after the step input, as the transient response of the

suspension was diminishing.

A smaller disturbance is also noticeable in the filtered trace of the roadway input. Figure 5.6

includes a trace of the roadway input, filtered to remove the 50 Hertz noise. The f,rlter used

(Kron-Hite model 3322) was set at}}}irertz cutoff. Its frequency response appeared to be

that of a thfud order Butterworth and the affect on the response up to 10 Hertz was

negligible. The peaks in the Íace were in identical angular positions irrespective of

frequency. This disturbance is caused by the drive train characteristics, such as from the DC

motor or from the roller bearing condition. The magnitude of this disturbance was greatest

for rotating speeds in the region of 2.5 revolutions per seconcl. The clisturbing frequency is

well above the axle resonant frequency and hence there is negligible transmission to the

axle.

Figure 5.8 shows some measured amplitude frequency response points for the axle and

body in the initial set-up condition. Also shown are curves indicating the computer modelled

performance. These were produced as for the initial model of the laboratory suspension,

except that the product K¡ x CrO was reduced to 3.0 x 10-9 and the spool travel was limited

to 1.0 millimeres from the neutral position. These figures were chosen by trial and error to

obtain a reasonable rnatch between the actual and modelled perforn-rances.

Adjustment of the gain and spool travel to fit the measured data is justihed since they could

not be measured directly. Moog's published nominal data for the servo-valve indicates that

Kf*Csp: 8 x 10-9. Moog's data applies to the valve only and makes no allowance for the

pressure losses between the valve and the inside of the actuator. Making such an allowance
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would effectively reduce C5p. Since the fluid path involves a number of sha¡p corners and

small supply channels, it is reasonable that the value of K¡*Csp = 8 x 10-9 be reduced.

Thus it is concluded that adapting the constants to fit the measured results is valid.
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Figure 5.8 Body and axle frequency responses for the original set-up of
the laboratory suspension; sub-optimal LQR controller.

The system demonstrated a sharp resonance at approximately 3.4Hertz with overall

response characteristics of a lightly damped single degree of freedom, mass/spring system.

This is effectively the response for the single degree of freedom system of the combined

body and axle mass on the tyre spring. The sharp response peak is due to the very light

damping of the spring used to simulate the tyre. The limited travel of the spool is important

in achieving the high resonant peak. This restricts the flow of fluid to the actuator and

imposes a limit to the actuator response velocity. This can be easily demonstrated with the

computer model by allowing unlimited spool travel, in which case the amplitude of the
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resonant peak is signihcantly reduced. Spool displacement limiting occurs over the range of

approximately 2.5 to 4.0 }lertz.

Recordings were also made with a roadway input at l}irertz. These results have not been

presented as the speed of rotation of the roadway input cam drive shaft could clearly be see

to be non constant, slowing down as the cam lifted the vehicle masses to apply the vertical

input and speeding up on the reverse side of the cam. The recorded body and axle positions

clearly departed significantly from sinusoidal motion and have thus been ignored. This

problem indicates that the motor power and flywheel mass were insuff,rcient to maintain

adequately constant rotational speed of the drive shaft at very low speeds.

The poor performance of the suspension was evidently due to insufficient gain within the

inner, force control loop. This causes the actual force generated to differ significantly from

the desired force produced by the actuator, thus violating a key assumption for satisfactory

performance of the suspension controller. Improvements in the overall gain of this loop

could potentially be made by either increasing the amplification of the servo drive voltage

(Klc), or by changing the flow gain from the servo-valve. In practical terms this latter

course is difficult as it requires a new servo-valve with modified first stage or larger

diameier spool; possibly both. The servo-valve drive signal was amplified instead. The

amount that the gain could be increased was limited since it could be observed that the servo

valve drive voltage waveform became distorted from sinusoidal shape, indicating that the

driving amplifiers in the analogue computer were becoming overloaded beyond an

amplification of 2. This made a small improvement in the suspension isolation

characteristics but did not bring satisfactory perforrnance. That is, the frequency response

showed characteristics slightly more toward those intended in Figure 5.1, with a slight

change near the resonant peak and at higher frequencies. However, the changes were only

very small. The body and axle remained almost exactly in phase and the resonant peak near

3.4Hertz was unchanged. The results for this are shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Body and axle frequency responses for the laboratory
suipension with servo loop gain doubled; sub-optimal LQR controller.

The results in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show reasonable correlation between the actual and

modelled performances. The body response for both experimental and modelled results

passes through the 'invariant point' as expected. Errors in estimation of the component

masses and spring rates have caused the actual response to vary slightly from the theoretical

curve, the error being not more than ldb for either body response and 2.5db for the axle

response.

The flow rate demand from the servo-valve was well within the specifications and it was

evident at this stage that lack of system gain was indeed likely to be the reason for the poor

performance, despite the valve having been suitably sized using conventional design

pafameters.
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5.3 Computed Results

The computer model was run with step inputs and sinusoidal roadway inputs at the same

frequencies that the practical results were recorded. The modelled step responses showed

the damping on the test rig to be somewhat less than predicted, as can be seen in Figure

5.10. The reasons for this difference are suspected to be due to the effect of the actuator

TIME (seconds)
0.00 0.1 0 0.20 o.Jo 0,40 0.50 0,60 0.70 0.60 0.90 1.00
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Figure 5.10 Comparison cf typical simulated and recorded step responses'
LQR controller.

leakage, since the actuator design has an inherently high leakage rate across the piston

and of high pressure oil into each chamber. The leakage across the piston can be allowed

for in the simulation by modifying the derivatives subroutine, as shown in Figure 5.11.

The modelled suspension step response approaches that of the actual with increasing

values of Cp. Inclusion of this term has no significant effect on the steady state
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{ actuator }
QI: =Cp* (yIPy] -y
Qya:=(yIx4]-yIx

[Qya +ve i
dQy: =Qy-Qya;
Qza : = (yi x4l-y ix3 I ) *Az+QI

{Qza -ve if rod
dQz : =Qza-Qz i
dy :=yIx1]-ylx2);
Cy: = (VyO-Ay*dy) /Bmod;
Cz : = ( Vz 0+Az,tdy ) /Bmod ;
dydtIPy]: =dQy/Cy;
dydt lPzl : =dQz /Cz;
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( +< ADDED +t )
; (,t MODIFIED * )
extending; ie: oiI is added to

{+ve for rod extendingl
; ( 't tvtODIl'-IED :t )
j- s retract ing,' oi I i s added to

[+ve for rod retracting]

v-Ql
is

IPz] )
3l )*A
f rod sÍde y)

side zj

{ dydt(Py
{ dydt ( Pz

)]
))

Figure 5.11 Modif,red section of the derivatives subroutine to include
internal actuator leakage.

response, for values of Cp up to 1.0 * 10-10, which represents a leakage rate well in excess

of that designed. The effect of leakage of high pressure fluid from the cylinder end cap

bearings into the cylinder chambers is unknown but could also conribute to the damping

Additional testing would be required to conf,rm the actual leakage rates and the effect of

actuator leakage on system performance.

The system gain could not be further increased on the test rig, however this is simple to

achieve in the computer model by adjusting the value of Csp*K¡ as desired. As the value of

C5p was increased the response of the modelled LQR system improved. With Csp = 150 x

10-5 the system response is close to the ideal response of the system; ie: the actuator force

tracks the desired force with negligible errors, as was seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the sub-optimal LQR system step performance with

increasing values of C5p. l-ow values produce lightly damped oscillatory responses while
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increasing the value of C5p clearly moves the performance closer to the ideal. As for the

frequency responses, setting Csp 150 x 10-5 the step responses of the axle and body

E

ô-ts
=&
=

0.0 0 0.20 0, +0 0.60 0.70

TIME (seconds)

Figure 5.12 Simulated axle step responses with increasing Csp

are very close to ideal. The value of Csp can be increased further to obtain even closer

conformity. Similar results were found for the frequency shaped system but are not

presented. Chapter 2 discussed the existence of an invariant point in the frequency response

of the body. This point is indicated on a number of the frequency response plots. Each of

the modelled curves pass through this point as expected. The recorded responses also

approximately pass through this point. The invariant point does not lie exactly on the

response curve due to measurement errors. Calculation of the position of the invariant point

is subject to measurement errors in the actual spring rate and body mass body and errors

will be present in the measurement of the body response.
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Figure 5.13 Simulated body step responses with increasing Csp

5.4 Discussion

The reason for the apparent lockup of the axle and body can be studied frorh the block

diagram of the force control loop, Figure 5.14. Some simplifications should be first made

for clarity. This represents the system as described by equations (4.11) to (4.23). Although

not modelled, leakage past the spool does occur and creates an initial steady state.pressure in

each chamber of the actuator. The pressure during operation fluctuates about this steady

state condition. In the simulation the pressure is initially set in each chamber to the mean of

the supply and the return line pressures. This assumes identical spool-land matching at each

of the four spool edges within the valve, ie:

dl'sy üye: dPs, - dPTg = (Ps - Pe)/2 (5.2)

and â:{((ps-pe)/2) (5.3)

This assumption is reasonable since the pressure fluctuations with a sinusoidal input are

typically about 4Vo of the mean.and so the square roots are within 2Vo of ð. Making this
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assumption allows the servo valve to be treated as a simple gain and greatly simplifies the

block diagram. A further simplification is to assume that the actuator fluid compliances (Cy

and C2) ate constant, ie: the movement of the actuator piston creates a negligibly small

change to the fluid volume in each chamber of the actuator which causes a negligible change

in the fluid compliance. The sinusoidal road input amplitude could be taken as an upper

bound to ttre required actuator stroke as this would represent azero absolute body deflection

in a properþ functioning system. The change in compliance due to displacement of the

actuator is then approximately l7o which is indeed negligible. Thus let

VyO = VzO = V0 (5'4)

and since the piston areas are the same:

Þy - P, = Bmodx(dQy-dQr)/vo (5.5)

The flow rates from the servo valve into each actuator chamber are:

Qy: QsY - QY" = â*CsP*XsP (5'6)

Qz = Qsz - Qze = -âxcsp*Xsp (5.7)

The net flow mte into each actuator chamber is the sum of fluid supplied by the valve added

to the rate of change of volume of the chamber due to actuator movement:

dQy = a*Csp*Xsp + Ar*(x4 -x3) (5'8)

dQz = -A*Csp*Xsp - A2*(x4 -x3) (5'9)

The parallel integrations corresponding to equation (4.20) can be combined into a single

integrarion and the resulting simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 5.15' From this it

can be seen that there are two loops which affect the production of the actuator output force,

F¿. One loop feeds back F¿ to a summing junction to sum with F¿ and attempts to cause Fa

to track F¿. The other 'disturbance' input is feedback from the actuator piston relative

velocity. This loop will have the effect of causing F¿ to drive the actuator velocity to zero.

The gain for the desired force must be sufficiently high to render the disturbance input

negligible otherwise the overall effect of the system will be to attempt to drive the actuator

relative velocity to zero which is the lock-up pffect found in the laboratory testing.
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To avoid lock-up in the laboratory suspension then, the product of K¡ Klc, Csp and ð must

be increased approximately 50 fold. Only a small increase in â, maybe doubling, can be

practically achieved and increasing K1ç by any signif,rcant amount was found, as stated in

section 5.1, to exceed the servo valve first stage current limitations. K¡ and Csp are inherent

factors within the servo valve and increasing these represents the only practical method of

achieving the desired gain increase. In other words, a substantially larger servo valve must

be frtte<l to the laboratory system in order to approach the desired pe.rformance.
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5.5 Summary & Conclusions

Modelling of the performance of two control algoritbms for active vehicle suspension

systems have been performed. An experimental suspension was built and each of the

controllers tested. The model has been used to demonstrate why the laboratory

suspension failed to perform as had been intended. Conclusions are:

1. The model developed predicts the performance of the experimental suspension quite

closely.

2.Theexperimental suspension rwas constructed and is suitable for analysis of active

suspension controller design. It however did not perform as expected because of the low

system gain able to be achieved by the servo valve in the "inner" force control loop.

Correction of this requires a larger servo-valve to be fitted. Using the model developed, it

is evident that the control laws proposed for the active suspension would function as

intended.

3. The frequency shaped conroller was not able to be operated correctly due to problems

with over loading of the servo-valve. An improved amplif,rer and current limiter would

solve this problem.

4. The experimental instrumentation was fundamentally adequate but requires refinement

to remove stray 50 }Jrertz electromagnetic interference from measured signals.
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5.6 Recommendations for Future Study.

1. Confirm satisfactory operation of the laboratory suspension, once the servo-valve has

been improved.

2. Study methods to allow quantitative comparison of performance between suspension

controller types. This may involve definition of a performance indicator based on suitably

weighted state variable ouçuts. There are numerous possible controllers which may be

used as the basis for an active suspension. Each claims some advantage of performance,

mathematical simplicity, ro bu stness or minimum instrumentation.

3. Evaluate the effects of actuator friction and leakage on suspension performance.

I

I
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APPENDIX 3

PASCAL CODE FOR SOLUTION OF THE RICCATI EQUATION
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program Riccati;
TYPE

MAtriX = ARRAYTT-.9] OF ARRÀYI1..9] OF REAL;
Message=STRING I 20l ;

VAR
F, G, K, Ktrans,Q,P,R, Rinv, temp, next-F. Ereal, Eimag
cbreck, old_check , di f f
M,N,I,J
data
error
answer

: Matrix,'
: REAL;
: INTEGER;
:FILE OF REAL;
: Message;
: CHÃ^R;

{sr
t$r
tsr
{sr
{sr
t$r
Isr
tsr

LÀAEL Tìre En<1 , -irrputl, inpuL2. input3, 'nput4;

Matprint )
Matin )
MuItiply i
Lyapunov )
Transpose )
Sum )
Invert )
QR}

BEGIN ( * Riccati 't )

üIriteln('This program calculates the optimal feedback gains of a full state
Vlritel,n( ,feedback system by solving the Riccati equation by K1eínmans method
Writeln(' system is: xdot = Fx + Gu, x(O) = x0,');
Writeln(' tl=Kx')i
Writel,n;
Assign(data,'ric-dta,); (* create a file calle.d ric-dta before running this
Reset(data);
I,rJriteln('input the order of the system' );
Readln(N);
üIritel,n( 'input number of inputs' );
Readl,n(M);
l.rlriteln('input new F?' );
input I : Readln ( answer ) ;
CASE ans?i7er OF

'Y','y':BEGIN
Writeln(' inPut F' );
Mat_input(N.N,F);
FOR I:=1 TO N DO
BEGIN

FOR J:=1 TO N DO vJrite(data,FlI,Jl);
END;

END;
'N'.'n':BEGIN

FOR ]:=I TO N DO

BEGI N
FOR J:=1 TO N DO Read(data,F[I,J]);

END;
END;

ELSE
i,{ritel,n( 'input Y or N' ) ;

GoTo inputl;
END;
Mat print(N,N,F);
hlriteln( 'input new G?' );
1nput2 : Readln ( answer ) ;

CASE answer OF
'Y' , 'y' :BEGIN

Writeln(' inPut G');
Mat inPut ( N, M. G ) ;

FOR I:=i 1'O N DO
ÌlEC I l.l
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FOR J:=1 TO M DO ûlrite(data,G[I,J] );
END;

END;
'N','nr:BEGIN

FOR I:=1 TO N DO
BEGIN

FOR J: =1 TO M DO Read(data, G[ I, J] ) ;
END;

END;
ELSE

I¡Jritel,n('input Y or N' );
GoTo input2:

E'ND;
Mat_print(l{,}1,G);
trlritel,n('input new weighting matrix Q?' );
input3 : Readl-n ( answer ) ;
CASE answer OF

'Y'.'y':BEGIN
Mat_input ( N, N. Q ) ;
FOR I:=1 TO N DO
BEGIN

FOR J:=1 TO N DO Write(data,Q[I,J] );
END;

END;
'N','nt:BEGIN

FOR I:=1 TO N DO
BEGIN

FOR J:=1 TO N DO Read(data,Qtr,Jl);
END;

END;
ELSE

Writeln( 'input Y or N' ) ;
GoTo input3,'

END;
Mat_print(N.N.Q);
Writeln('input new weighting factor R?' );
Ínput4 : Readln ( a.nswer ) ;
CASE answer OF

'Y','y':BEGIN
Mat_input(M,M,R) ;
FOR I:=1 TO M DO
BEGIN

FOR J:=1 TO M DO t¡Jrite(data,R[I.J]);
END;

END;
'N','n':BEGIN

FOR I:=1 TO M DO
BEGIN

FOR J: =1 TO M DO Read ( data, R[ I . J] ) ;
END;

END;
ELSE

t¡lritel.n( 'input Y or N' ) ;
GoTo input4;

END;
Mat_print(M,M, R) ;
IF M=I THEN (* the invert routine won't handle
BEGIN

Rinv[ 1, 1] : =1.0/R[ I.r ] ;

WriteI,n('Rinv=' .Rinv[1, 1 ] ) ;

END
ELSE
BEGI N

Invert ( R, Rinv, M, error ) ;

Mal ¡rr int (M,1.1 .iì);
Il: r¡lror.i>' ' 'l'ìll.lN

Ixl inwerses ! * )
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BEGIN
Writel,n(error);
GoTo The End;

END;
END;
tdritel,n(' input a starting feedback
Mat_input(N,M, K) ;

FIush(data);
Close(data);
F.F'PEAT

Transpose( ii, Iitrans, t{, M ) ;

MuItiPly(G, Ktrans, temP. N. [a, N ) ;

Sum( F, temp, next-F, N, N) ;

QR ( next-F , Ereal , Eimag, N ) ;

Wri tel-n;
Writel-n('eig'envalues of closed
FOR I:=1 TO N DO

BEGIN
Writel-n(trreal II, 1 ] : 10.'

END;
VJritel.n;
Multipty( K, R. temP. N, M, M) ;
Multiply( temp, Ktrans, temP. N. M, N ) ;
Sum(Q, temp, temp, N, N) ;
Lyapunov ( next-F, P, temp, N ) ;
MuItipIy( P, G, temP, N, N, M) ;
Multiply( temP, Rinv, temP, N, M, M ) ;
check: =0 - 0;
FOR I:= I TO N DO
BEGIN

FOR J:=1 TO M DO

BEGIN
KII,J]:=-temPII,J];
ctreck : =ctreck+Sqr(KI I, J ] ) ;

END;
END;
dif f : =old ctreck-check;
old ctreck: =check;
trlritel,n('estimate of K is: ' );
Mat_print (N, M, K) ;

UNTrL ABS(diff)<1E-3;
trlriteln( 'optimum feedback is: ' ) ;

Mat_print(N,M.K);
The END:END. (* Riccati 't)

vector' )

(* calc eigenvalues *)

loop system matrix: ' );

',Eimag[I,I]:I0);

(* 'check' is a measure of K's size 't)




